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by
*
T. Harper, T. Inouye , and N. C. Rasmussen
Abstract
GAMANL, a computer code for automatically identify-
ing the peaks in a complex spectra and determining their
centers and areas, is described. The principal feature
of the method is a data smoothing technique employing
Fourier transforms. The smoothing eliminates most of
the random fluctuations without effecting the spectral
resolution and makes identification of maxima using a
zero slope criterion possible. Using the same Fourier
transform with different constants it is possible with
a second transformation to improve the spectral resolu-
tion. The computer program has been written in FORTRAN
IV for the M.IT. IBM 360 model 65 computer and also for
the Toshiba Electric Company G.E. 635 computer. The com-
plete analysis of a 4096 channel spectrum containing one
hundred twenty peaks requires about 75 seconds of comput-
ation time.
Work done while on leave from Tokyo Shibaura (TOSHIBA)
Electric Company, Ltd., Japan.
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The absolute value of the Fourier transforms for
two different 4096 channel y-ray spectra. The
energy width of a channel was changed as indicated.
The solid lines indicate the approximate shape of
the two components of IF (0)I.
The smoothing filter function P(w) showing the
shape for 3 different cutoffs used for the runs
plotted in Fig. 3. A Gaussian shape with a a
of 128 ( 2) radian/channel is used to reduce
function from unity to zero.
The effects of the three different filter functions
of Fig. 2 on a doublet taken from the 0.971 keV/
channel data. Curve (a) is the original data,
curves (b, c and d) result when filter functions
(b, c, d) are used. The four curves are arbitrar-
ily displaced by 10 counts for clarity of presen
tation.
The Fourier transform of a single peak and an un-
resolved doublet from the 0.724-keV/channel spec-
trum.
The upper curve IG(co)I is the absolute value of
Fourier transform of the smoothed background sub-
tracted data of the 0.724-keV/channel spectrum.
The lower curve W(o) is the resolution improvement
filter function used to produce Fig. 8. 1/H(co) is
the inverse of the transform of a single spectral
peak.
The observed data of an unresolved doublet from a




4096 channel spectrum having a 0.724-keV channel
width.
The doublet of Fig. 6 following smoothing and back-
ground subtraction.
The unresolved doublet of Fig. 6 showing the effect
of the Fourier transformation using the filter
function W() shown in Fig. 5. The small peaks
on either side are spurious peaks introduced by
the transformation process.
GAMANL Flow DiagramFigure 9
61. Introduction
This paper describes a computer code employing
Fourier transforms for analyzing complex y-ray spectra
such as those obtained with a Ge(Li) detector, multi-
channel analyzer system. The code was originally devel-
oped to analyze the capture y-ray spectra obtained with
the M.I.T. triple coincidence spectrometer (1), but has
since been used successfully on a variety of other spec-
tral data. The object of the program is to automatically
locate all the spectral peaks and determine their centers
and areas. This problem has existed for a long time in
spectroscopy and a number of methods for doing all or
part of these operations have been proposed (2,3). Most
of them were developed for NaI spectra where the total
number of peaks was small and the peaks were identified
by hand. In a Ge(Li) spectra there are often more than
a hundred peaks so it becomes important to have a fast
method for automatically identifying each peak. One
method for doing this described by Mariscotti (4) uses
a second difference to locate the peak. Our experience
with second differences indicated that they tended to
obscure weak peaks. Mariscotti has handled this problem
by doing a multipoint smoothing of the second difference.
In the approach described below we have chosen to smooth
the original data by a Fourier transform method. Although
the Fourier method was found to be a quick accurate way
to locate the peaks, we had no runs on similar data using
the Mariscotti code which would give a meaningful compar-
ison of the two methods.
Section 2 of this paper describes the theory under-
lying the Fourier transform method. Section 3 indicates
how the theory is applied to the actual data and shows
typical results. Section 4 describes the computer code




The method described here is an improved version
of one we described earlier (5). It can be divided in-
to four steps: 1) data smoothing, 2) background subtrac-
tion, 3) resolution improvement, and 4) energy and in-
tensity determination of the peaks.
2.1 Data Smoothing
The smoothing of the observed data is accom-
plished by a Fourier analysis technique similar to that
often used to separate the signal from the noise in
communication theory. In communication theory a func-
tion of time is transformed into frequency space, multi-
plied by an appropriate filter function and then trans-
formed back into time space. In the present case the
original data is a function of energy or more exactly a
function of channel number so the transformation is into
inverse channel number space. By analogy we shall call
this "energy frequency space", and use the symbol w
which has units of radians/channel for the variable.
To describe the method mathematically, let the
observed data f(E) be represented as the sum of two
components
f(E) = s(E) + n(E) (1)
where s(E) is the true spectral information and n(E)
is the noise which in this case is due principally to
random fluctuations in the number of counts in a channel.
The Fourier transform of f(E) denoted F(w) can be written
in the usual notation as
0o





F(=o) S(w) + N(w) (3)
where S() and N(w) stand for the Fourier transforms of
the components of f(E).
The success of the method depends upon S(o) and
N(w) being different functions so that a filter func-
tion can be chosen which will eliminate at least part
of N(c) without seriously affecting S(a). Fortunately
this is true in most spectra since the spectral peaks
are spread over a number of channels and so S(c) is made
up principally of low frequencies. The noise on the
other hand is channel to channel fluctuations and so
N(co) contains many higher frequencies. Thus there
will be a significant difference in N(o) and S(o) for
cases when the spectral peaks are several or more chan-
nels wide and the method will be applicable.
Let us define the inverse transform
s(E) = - O F(o)) P(co) e do (4)
-co
where P(co) is the filter function and s(E) will be a
smoothed version of the original spectrum. The method
of choosing P(w) is discussed later. For simplicity
we have expressed all the transforms in their integral
form; however, when the technique is applied to dis-
crete data the transformations must be used in their
discrete form.
2.2 Background Subtraction
In most cases the spectral peak sits on a
background which must be subtracted in order to accur-
ately determine the peak area. This background is the
result of a number of processes in the source and in
the detector and it often can not be expressed accurately
...............
9analytically. We have found that to a good approximation
the background can be represented as a slowly varying func-
tion which connects all the minima in the smoothed data
s(E). Care must be exercised in applying this definition,
however, since the minima which occur in the case of par-
tially resolved peaks must be excluded. This is accomplished
by setting a maximum value for the slope of the background.
When the slope connecting two successive minima exceeds this
maximum value the minima is ignored and the background line
is connected to the next minima which will give an accept-
able slope. The smoothed background subtracted data is
designated g(E).
2.3 Resolution Improvement
In complicated spectra such as those from (n,y)
reactions there are a number of cases where lines are
only partially resolved. In order to determine the peak
centers accurately, it would be helpful to have a higher
energy resolution. Because of our knowledge of the res-
ponse of the detector to a monoenergetic y ray the math-
ematical limit of resolution is somewhat better than the
apparent limit usually expressed as the FWHM (full width
of half maximum) of a peak. The detailed theory under-
lying this method has already been described in the liter-
ature by Inouye (6) where it was applied to NaI spectra.
Here we briefly restate the results and show their appli-
cability to Ge(Li) spectra as well. To understand the
method let us consider Eq. 5.
co
g(E) = f h(E-E') j(E') dE' (5)
-Co
where g(E) is the smoothed background subtracted data
which can be expressed analytically as the integral
where h(E-E') is the response function of the detector
and j(E') is the incident spectra which in this case may
be considered to be a series of 6 functions in energy as ex-
pressed in Eq. 6.
j(E') = z Ai 6(E'-Ei) . (6)
i
Since Eq. 5 is a convolution integral, its transform can be
expressed as
G(u) = H(W) J(w) . (7)
Now since we can experimentally determine g(E) and h(Et-E)
we can calculate G(o) and H(w) and can therefore determine
j(E), the incident spectrum as shown by Eq. 8.
00
j(E) = - G(w)/H(o) e iEdc (8)
-00
- G(w) W(co) eiE dco
-00
where W(W) = H(-)is the resolution improvement filter
function. The problem in practice is that g(E) has some
noise in it since the smoothing processes eliminate only
part of noise n(E) and the background subtraction also in-
troduces some error. Thus there is no function W(o) which
will exactly reproduce the input 6 functions. Nevertheless,
as will be evident in the next section, it is possible to
obtain a significant increase in the apparent resolution
using this procedure. The principal thing which limits
this procedure is the statistical accuracy of the original
data.
2.4 Peak Selection and Intensity Determination
,/o The peak selection is accomplished by identify-
ing each maximum in the smoothed background subtracted data
g(E). The peak center is obtained by finding the point of
zero slope of a 2nd order fit to the top of the peak. The
accuracy of this procedure was checked by comparing the re-
salts for a number of peaks to those obtained by finding the
centroid of a Gaussian which had been fit to the peak by a
least squares method. The results agreed within + 0.1
channels on peaks with a o = 1.5 channels. In terms of energy
this was an accuracy of about + 0.2 keV and was considerably
better than the overall reproducibility of about 0.7 keV of
typical runs. However, where greater accuracy is required
more sophisticated peak fitting methods (e.g., Ref. (3)) can
be used. The peak center in channel number is converted to
energy using calibration lines of known energy and a correc-
tion is made for the small nonlinearities of the system.
To determine the intensity of a 7 ray it is necessary
to know the peak area and both the intrinsic and geometric
efficiency of the system. In addition, in the capture 7-ray
work it was desired to convert this intensity into the num-
ber of 7 rays per 100 captures. The number of captures was
calculated by the code using a measured incident flux and
the known cross section.
I/ The area under a spectral peak was determined by two
different methods. The first method simply added up all
the counts between successive zeros in the smoothed back-
ground subtracted data. As noted earlier, cases of doublets
and triplets were identified and treated separately. In a
majority of the cases this method worked very well. However,
"boccasionally a peak will have a small bump in its tail that
is not picked up by the doublet identification method. When
this happens in small peaks it can lead to a large error in
peak area. To check this a second method of peak area de-
termination developed by Hamawi (7) was added to the pro-
gram.
The second method takes advantage of the fact that we
know that spectral peaks are very nearly true Gaussians, and
furtherfrom a careful study of strong isolated peaks in
the spectrum, the standard deviation as a function of energy
can be determined. The peak area is then determined by
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finding the peak center as before. Using the height of the
peak and its standard deviation, the area is calculated.
3. Application of Method
3.1 Choice of Smoothing Filter Function
To determine the proper smoothing filter function it
is useful to plot JF(w)J vs. o. Such a plot for two typical
4096 channel spectra are shown in Fig. 1. The actual trans-
formation used gives one o point for each energy point. For
clarity of presentation we have actually plotted only every
fiftieth point in w space. The x's represent a run where
the gain was adjusted to produce a channel width of 0.971
keV. The circles represent a lower gain which gave a 2.063-
keV channel spacing. The approximate shape of the components
of F((O) are shown as the solid lines. As expected in the
0.971-keV run where the peaks contain more channels the
signal component S(o) contains less high frequencies. The
filter function must be of a form that passes frequencies
below the break in the curve but eliminates those frequencies
above the break where the noise component N(co) dominates. A
filter function shape that was found to work well is shown
in Fig. 2. The three different curves represent functions
with different cutoffs. A Gaussian shape used to reduce the
curve from unity to zero has a a = 128. It is important that
the filter function be a smoothly varying function in order
that oscillations not be introduced in the inverse transform-
ation. To illustrate the effect of changing the cutoff
frequency that data used to obtain the 0.971 keV/channel
curve of Fig. 1 was processed using the three different
filter functions shown in Fig. 2. A portion of the 4096
channel spectrum showing the effect of each of these filter
functions on a doublet is shown in Fig. 3. The cutoff that
begins at 412 ( 26) rad/channel is the one predicted from
Fig. 1 and it produces considerable smoothing action without
decreasing the peak to valley ratio in the doublet. For
clarity the curves were arbitrarily shifted by 1000 counts/
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channel. Careful analysis also revealed that the peak cen-
ters were not shifted by the smoothing process. In addition
the smoothing action is rather insensitive to both the loca-
tion of the cutoff and a of the Gaussian. Variations of
10 to 15% in either of these quantities gave appreciably the
same results. Thus the same filter function can be used on
all runs of approximately the same gain. As expected the
function with the higher cutoff does not produce as much
smoothing and the very low cutoff produces so much smoothing
that considerable spectral information is lost.
3.2 Choice of Resolution Improvement Filter Function
According to the theory discussed above W(w) = 1/H(w)
where H(ca) is the transform of the response of the system
to a unit 8 function input. The H(w) can be determined by
carefully analyzing the response of the system to a single
y ray. Figure 4 shows the transformation for a large single
peak and also for an unresolved doublet. The case of the un-
resolved doublet will be discussed later. The function 1/H(co)
is obtained using the normalized A - H(o). In Figure 5
the normalized function 1/(ca) is plotted for the singlet
shown in Fig. 4. The function IG(w) is the transform of
the smoothed data for the entire spectrum from which the
single line was taken. Its cutoff is different from the
previous examples because the gain for this run was set to
give 0.724 keV/channel.
Although the theory predicts that 1/1i(w) is the best
filter function to use, in practice this is not the case
because of the noise. As can be seen the function 1/H(c)
increases without limit as the frequency increases. This
would create no problem in the absence of noise since the
signal tends toward zero equally rapidly but when the noise
is multiplied by this very large value it produces many
artificial peaks when the inverse transform is carried out.
To eliminate this problem we have found that it is necessary
104  -
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that l/H({G) return to zero at frequencies above the cutoff
in G(co). By trial and error it has been found that a
Gaussian plus a constant is a very satisfactory function
for accomplishing the desired result. This function has
four adjustable parameters: the center, amplitude, standard
deviation of the Gaussian and the constant, all of which
must be optimized for the data being analyzed. Once this
is done for runs of a given gain it works equally well for
subsequent runs at approximately the same gain.
In order to demonstrate the method the doublet of
Fig. 3 was recorded under conditions which produced a much
worse energy resolution in the system. The original data
from this run in the region of the doublet are shown in Fig.
6. Figure 7 shows the results of smoothing and background
subtraction as described above. The curve marked IG(co)l in
Fig. 5 is the transform of the smoothed background subtracted
data. This was multiplied by the function W(o) and the in-
verse transformation produced the doublet shown in Fig. 8.
Note that although a dramatic increase in resolution
is possible the process introduces small fictitious peaks
on either side of the doublet. The result is that the
technique is fine for examining a specific doublet to deter-
mine its components but it cannot be applied in this drastic
a manner to the entire spectrum without introducing a num-
ber of small spurious peaks which will interfere with the
identification of real, small peaks. In addition the area
under a peak is sometimes changed by a spurious peak from
a nearby true peak. In practice, therefore, all peaks are
identified and their areas, centers and widths determined
prior to the second transformation. Then those peaks with
widths greater than expected are examined by the above pro-
cess to locate the position of their components. The ampli-
tude of the components is then determined by adjusting them
to best fit the unresolved doublet in the smoothed data.
It has been found that if the function W(co) is not
properly chosen it can shift the position of the components
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by as much as 1 to 2 channels in data of the type shown here.
It is necessary, therefore, to test the function prior to
using it. The check that has been used consists of locating
the peak centers of the single isolated peaks of the spec-
trum as described earlier and then performing the transform-
ation using the proposed W(w). If there is no resulting
shift in the centers of single isolated peaks then the func-
tion is assumed to be satisfactory.
It is not always possible to know if the peak is an
unresolved doublet. It is possible to check this, however,
by looking at the transform of the peak in question. The
transform of the unresolved doublet of Fig. 7 is shown in
Fig. 4 where it is compared to a singlet peak from the same
spectrum. The very noticeable minimum characteristic of
doublets is explained by Inouye in Ref. 6.
3.3 Transform Algorithm
A computer code, GAMANL, has been developed for
carrying out the gamma spectra analysis discussed above
and is described in Section 4. One of the problems encoun-
tered with the use of the Fourier Transform equations in
their usual form Is that N2 computation operations are re-
quired where N is the number of points in energy space, i.e.
the number of channels in the spectrum. This means that
for N = 4096 the computing time becomes quite long, being
on the order of 1/2 hour. Two methods have been used to
greatly reduce this computation time. The first method used
was to section the data into n smaller segments and to take
the transform of each segment separately. This results in
n (N)2 operations and reduces the computation time by an1
factor of -. For a section length of 16 channels flanked
by 10 and 11 channels on each side to correct for end
effects, the sectioning method for N = 4096 ahannels re-
quired 256 (37)2 operations or time reduction of a factor
of 256 (37)2 0 1 as compared to the direct method.
(4096 )2 1
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The second method used the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) as developed by Cooley and Tukey (8). The time re-
quired by the FFT to transform N energy points is
N(log 2N), which reduces the computation time by a factor
of log2N/N as compared with the usual transformation. Thus
for a 4096 channel spectra the time used by the FFT is
log 2 4 096/4096 = 1/256 of the direct transform. In addition
it gives a complete set of Fourier coefficients in co space
useful in the filter function determination. The section-
ing does not give these coefficients in as convenient a
form.
4. GAMANL - Description
The block diagram of GAMANL is given in Fig. 9. The
program described here uses the FFT method of carrying out
the transformation. The data for calculating the linearity
of the multichannel analyzer system is read in first and
calculated using subroutine LINEAR. A description of this
subroutine is given in Appendix D. These correction fac-
tors are stored in the CNTR and CORR array. They are used
later in determining the energy of a gamma peak.
The Smoothing and Improved Resolution parameters are
then read in along with the efficiency data, run parameters
and the gamma spectra input data. The spectra data is
printed out and the smootteg flut nio detrmied
by the input parameters) is calculated.
The data is smoothed by the use of the CTFFT sub-
routine. The Fast Fourier Transform is carried out by
FOURT, a subroutine supplied by the MIT Computation Center
and written by N. Brenner (9). Subroutine CTFFT performs
the actual filtering of the data in which FOURT is used
twice, once for the direct transform and again for the in-
verse transform after the data has been multiplied by the
smoothing filter function. The magnitude of the Fourier
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Upon return to the MAIN program the smoothed data is
printed out and the background calculation and subtraction
are carried out in subroutine BAKSUB, described in Appendix
E.
Returning to the MAIN program the background and the
smoothed, background-subtracted data are printed out. If
no improved resolution is performed the program skips to
the printing out of the background for every 10th point.
This is done so as to be able to use the array storing the
background, TBL, for other purposes such as storing.them -
peak- paramiet.drs. in PKANAL.
If improved resolution is carried out, the improved
resolution filter function is calculated using the input
parameters. The Fourier Transform of the smoothed, back-
ground-subtracted data is calculated using CTFFT and FOURT.
The magnitudes of the Fourier Coefficients are printed out.
The data in o space is filtered using the improved resolu-
tion filter function. The inverse Fourier Transform is
carried out by FOURT and CTFFT. Returning to the MAIN pro-
gram the improved resolution, back ro nanatracsedsmoothed
data is printed out along with the background for every 10
point.
The energy calibration data for two peaks is read in;
if the analysis is to be stopped the program transfers to
the end of MAIN and stops. If the analysis is to continue
subroutine PKALIB is called and the peak center, height and
variance of the two energy calibration peaks are calculated.
The linearity correction factors as calculated in LINEAR
are used in subroutine ADJUST to calculate the corrected
peak centers for the calibration lines. From the two cal-
ibration peaks the linear relation between channel number
(corrected for linearity) and energy is determined.
The calculated calibration data and other data param-
eters are printed out and subroutine PKLOC is called.
PKLOU~locates and numbers the peaks using a first difference
calculation; and prints out the number of peaks in the
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specetrI.
Subroutine PKANAL performs the analysis of the spec-
tral peaks. It is broken into two main parts. The first
of which is the determination of a second order equation to
determine the full width at half-maximum, FWHM, as a func-
tion of energy (channel number). A least squares fit is
used using only the strong peaks of the spectra. From the
equation so determined the FWHM of any peak can be calcul-
ated. It is this FWHM that is used in the Gaussian area
calculation. The second part analyzes each peak in order
of increasing energy. The data from PKLOC are used to de-
termine if the particular peak considered is in singlet,
doublet, triplet, or higher multiplet form. Each case is
considered separately, while in the higher multiplet case
the three strongest peaks are identified and then considered
as a triplet case. Certain criteria are applied to the
peak being considered, namely that it must have an area error
less than a specified maximum value as determined from the
input data. If it satisfies this criteria then the peak
number, energy, center (channel number), height in counts,
height to background ratio, area by summation method, area
by Gaussian method, intensity, percent error in area by
Gaussian _metad FWHM measured, FWIHM calculated by 2 order
equation, width at base and multiplet order of peak are
calculated and printed-out.
The energy and peak center calculation use the linear-
ity correction factors from LINEAR with the calculation
being done in subroutine ADJUST. The intensity calculation
uses the efficiency versus energy data, flux, cross section,
time, and geometry corrections, and is performed by subrou-
tine INTSTY, described in Appendix F.
After completing PKANAL the program returns to MAIN
and reads a dummy variable MO. If there is more data, the
program returns and reads the new data. If there is no
more data the program is ended.
Compilation of the entire program required 50 seconds
, .
- _"M' IMPI.M.P.IPM I'M
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on the MIT System 360/65 computer. Execution of a 4096
channel data deck containing approximately 120 peaks with
the improved resolution section being used, and thus re-
quiring four transforms of 4096 channels took 74.8 seconds
using the compiled machine deck. The final tabular output
of PKANAL of this run is shown in Appendix C. An input list
to GAMANL is given in Appendix B. The program list of
GAMANL in FORTRAN IV is given in Appendix A.
5. Conclusion
The above program has been used at both M.I.T. and
the Central Research Laboratory of Toshiba Electric Company
on a wide variety of 7-ray spectra (10). In all these applica-
tions it has been found to be a fast, accurate method for
automatically locating peaks and determining their centers
and areas. As noted the smoothing allows the use of approxi-
mate methods for determining peak centers and the background
function without serious loss of accuracy. In some very pre-
cise applications it may be desirable to use more exact
methods for this but for the spectra studied the accuracy of
the approximate methods was acceptable. The program is avail-
able in FORTRAN IV.
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APPENDIX A
List of GAMANL, gamma analysis program, by subroutine.
Subroutine FOURT was supplied by the M.I.T. Computation
Center.






CCC4 JREAD = 5
CCOS JPRINT = 6




-- READ (JREAD,200) LRNOCHANNL,NtX,LIN
0009 200 FORMAT (41S*F5.0,I5)
C LR LINEARITY RUN NUMBER.
C NOCHAN NUMBER OF CHANNELS IN THE LINEARITY RUN, NOCHAN LEQ 4095.
C N2 LOW CHANNEL PEAK NMBER LSED IN LINEARITY CALC.
C N3 HIGH CHANNEL PEAK NUMBER LSED IN LINEARITY CALC.
C XN BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION LIMIT USED FOR LINEARITY CALC.
C LIN LEC ZERO USES PREVIOUSLY CALC. LINEARITY DATA.
C IF LIN LEQ ZERO NOCHAN IS THE ALMBER OF PEAKS IN CNTR AND CORR
Colo IF (LIN) 131,131,101
0011 101 CONTINUE
0012 --- " READ (JREAD,100) (TBL(I),I=1NOC-AN)
0013 100 FORMAT'(7X,7(F6.0,1X)/(8(F6.0,lXf)
C TBL LINEARITY CATA ARRAY
C SUBRCUTINE LINEAR CALCULATES THE CENTERS AND CORRECTION FACTORS
C FOR THE LINEARITY CATA PEAKS.
0014 CALL LINEAR (LRN2,N3,XNNCCHAN)
oc1s GO TC 2002
0C16 131 CONTINUE
CC17 WRITE (JPRINT,152)
0C18 152 FORMAT ('1',14X,' CNTR ARRAY',5X,' CCRR ARRAY')
CC19 DO 132 P=1,NCCHAN
0020 READ (JREAD,133) CNTR(M),CCRR(M)
0021 133 FORMAT (19X,F7.2,9X,FT.2f
0C22 WRITE (JPRINT,151) MCNTR(I),CCRR()
0023 151 FORMAT (I 8,4X,I5,9XvF7.2,SX,F7.2)
OC24 132 CONTINUE
0025 2002 CONTINUE
C WT ARRAY DATA READ IN.
0026 -r6READ (JREA0,1012) SIG1,MhTIll ,jLL13,I.F1-G2MWTLO2,WTC2,WTF2
0027 1012 FORMAT (F5.0,15,2FN.2,F5.C,I5,2F5.2)
C SIGI IS USED AS THE SIGMA IN kT FOR SMOOTHING
C MWTLOI IS USED AS THE CHANNEL NC AT WHICH THE SMOOTHING BEGINS
C SIG2 IS THE SIGMA USED FCR UT IN IMP RES. CAS
C MWTLO2 IS THE CHANNEL NC AECLT hHICH THE IMP RES TAKES EFFECT.
C- MWTLC2 SHOULD BE LARGER THAN 3*SIG2 TO KEEP JI FRCM BEING LEQ 0.
C IF MWTL92. IS LEQ 0 NO 1!P RES IS CCNE.
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_ III Rip mi 'M F w 1 111 pir
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C WTCI AhD WTFl ARE CONSTANTS USEC IN WT SMCOTHING.
C WTC2 AND WTF2 ARE CONSTANIS USEC IN WT IMPROVED RESOLUTION
0028 2003 CONTINUE
CC29 -Ir READ (JREAD,121) J2,FIREAG,-ELENC
C030 121 FORMAT(15,2F5.0)
C J2 NUMBER OF POINTS IN TI-E EFFCY ARRAY
C FIRENG IS THE FIRST ENERGV (KEV) VALUE USED IN EFFICIENCY CALC.
C DELE IS THE ENERGY (KEV) CIFFERENCE BETWEEN EFFICIENCY POINTS.
C EFFCY EFFICIENCY DATA ARRAY.
oC31 --. gkREAD (JREAD,120) (EFFCY(I),I=1,J2)
C032 120 FORMAT (7E10.3)
C DATA READ IN
0033 2C04 CONTINLE
0C34 EAD (JREAD,1001) IHAN IMAX, CCR,ECRBGER,IPUNCH,,ERTM, 1 '
A SANGLEFLUXT
0C35 1001 FORMAT (3I5,F5.0,2F5.1,I5,F5.2,2E1C.4)
C NUMRUN THE DATA RUN NUMBER.
C NOCHAN NUMBER OF CHANNELS IN TWE CATA RUN.
C GENERALLY NOCHAN > 2**N - I
C IMAX CHANNEL NUNBER SLCPE CRITERION, CHANNELS LEQ IMAX ARE NOT
C ANALYZED.
C OCR SLOPE CRITERION LSED FCR EACKGROUND CALCULATION.
C ECR ERfCR CRITERION USED IN SUBRCUTINE PK.ANAL
C BGER THE CORRECTION FACTOR USED IN PKLOC TO LOCATE THE PEAKS.
C IPUNCH LESS THAN ZERO PUNCI-ES CUT ,PEAK ANALYSIS DATA
C IPUNCH EQUAL ZERO IMPLIES NC PUNCIED OUTPUT.
C IPUNCH EQUAL 1. QUNCH E S OTIIi.-SC CTED-D4TA
C IPUNCH EQUAL 2 PUNCHES OLT THE SPCCTHED, BACKGROUND SUBTRACTED DATA
C IPUNCH EQUAL 3 PUNCHES OUT THE IPIROVED EUTTON~~DaT A. ~
C ERTM IS THE ERROR TERM CORRECTICh FACTOR DUE TO SMOOTHING. 1.69
C SANGLE IS THE SOLIC ANGLE CCRRECTICN TERM
C FLUXT IS THE NUMBER OF CAPTURES/I00 IN THE SAMPLE.
----4-READ (JREAD,100) (TBK(I),I=1,NOCHAN)
C TBK IS THE DATA ARRAY
NUM = NOCHAN + 1
C NUM SHCULD BE A POWER CF TWO FCR FASTEST RESULTS.
TBK(AUK) = 0.0
SUMOR = 0.0
00 1520 1 = IMAX,NCCHAN
C SUMOR IS THE SUM OF NOCHAN-IMAX CRIGINAL DATA POINTS.
1520 SUMOR = SUMOR + TBK(I)
WRITE (JPRINT,1014) NUMRUN
1014 FORMAT (1H1,4XP25H ORIGINAL DATA OF RUN NO ,15)
LK = NCCHAN/10
DO 1501 J = ILK
JU = J*10
JL = JL - 9
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START CF SMOOTHING OF TBK
-CALCULATION OF THE WEIGHTING ARRAY WT.
DO 134 I=1,NUM




WTPO = (FLOAT(I - PWTLCl) * FLCAT(I - MWTLO1))/SIGSQ
WT(I) = WTC1 + WTF1 * EXP(-WTPC/2.C)
J = AUM - I
WT(J) = WT(I)
135 CONTINLE
C SUBRCUTINE CTFFT PERFCRPS THE CCCLEY-TUKEY FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM
C CTFFT CALCULATES ThE FCURIER TRANSFORM, FILTERS THE TRANSFORMED
C DATA WITH WT AND PERFORMS THE INVERSE TkANSFCRM.





1C15 FORMAT (*1,4X,' SPOOTHEC CATA CF RUN NO ',15,' SIG1 = F6.0,
I * MhTLO1 = ',15,' WTCI = ',F5.2, WTF1 ',F5.2)
DO 1503 J = 1,LK
JU = J*10















C SUBRCU11AE BACKSUB PERFCRMS TFE EACKGRCUND SUBTRACTION CN ARRAY
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C SUBTRACTED ARRAY.
C SUBRCUTINE BAKSUB LSES TBL ARRAY TC STCRE THE BACKGROUND.
WRITE (JPRINT,154) NUMRUN





LLO = LLC + 10
LUP = LUP + 10




1C16 FORMAT (*1',4X,'SMCOTHEC EACKCRCLNC SUBTRACTED DATA RUN NO















































JL = JL - 9







DO 153 I = IMAX,NOCHAN
C SUMBG IS THE SUM CF NOCHAN-IPAX SMCCTHED BACKGROUND SUBTRACTED
C DATA PCINTS.
SUMBG = SUMBG + TBKil)
C SUMBK IS THE SUM CF NOCHAN-IMAX EACKGROUND DATA POINTS.
SUMBK = SUMBK + TBL(I)
153 CONTINLE
IF (IPUNCH-2) 1525,1524,1525
1524 WRITE (JPUNCH,100) (TBK(I),I=1,hCCFAN)
1525 CONTINLE
WRITE (JPRINT,550)
550 FORMAT (*1',4X,' SUMATIONS FRCM IMAX 1)
WRITE (JPRINT,551) SUMCR
551 FORMAT(1IH0,4X, 30H TCTAL CCUNIS IN ORIGINAL DATA, F10.0)
WRITE (JPRINT,552) SUMSM
552 FORMAT(1H0,4X, 30H TOTAL CCLNIS IN SMCOTHED CATA, F10.0)
WRITE (JPRINT,553) SUMBK
553 FORMAT(1H0,4X, 30H TOTAL EACKCRCLNC CCUNTS , F10.0)
WRITE (JPRINT,554) SUMEG
554 FORMAT (*0',4X,' TOTAL CCUNTS IN SP-BKSUB DATA',F10.0)
C
1,15)
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0122 IF (WI1LC2) 142,142,143
0123 143 CONTINLE
C124 O 136 I=1,NUM
0125 WT(I) = WTC2
C126 136 CONTINLE
C CALCULATION OF WT FOR IMPPCVEC RESCLUTION CASE.
0127 SIGSC = SIG2*SIG2
C128 MSIG = SIG2
0129 NUP PWTLC2 + 3 * MSIC
C NOTE LIMITS ON NUP OF 3 * SIG2.
C130 DO 137 I = MWTL02,NUP
C131 WTPO = FLOAT(I-MWTLO2)*FLCAT(I-PhTLC2)/SIGSQ
C132 WT(I) = WTC2 + WTF2 * EXF(-kTFC/2.0)
0133 JL = MWTLC2 - I + VWTLC2
C134 WT(J1) = WT(I)
C135 J4 = NLM - MWTL02 + I - PWTLC2
C136 WT(J4) = WT(I)
C137 J3 = NLM - I
0138 WTtJ3) = WT(I)
0139 137 CONTINUE
C
0140 CALL CTFFT (DATA,T8(,hT,NLPJPRINT)
C
C NEGLECTIAG ALL CHANNELS WITH CCLNTS LEQ 2C.O.
C141 DO 138 1 = 1,NUM
C142 IF (TBL(I)) 162,162,163
C143 162 CONTINUE
0144 TBL(I) = 0.0
0145 163 CONTINLE
0146 OUM = TOK(I) - 20.C
0147 IF (CUM) 139,139,138
0148 139 TBK(I) = 0.0
C149 138 CONTINLE
0150 WRITE (JPRINT,140) NUMRUN
0151 140 FORMAT (*1',4X,' SMCCTIEC , EACKGRCUNC SUBTRACTEC, IMPROVED RESOLU
ITION CATA OF RUN NC ',I15)
0152 WRITE (JPRINT,150) SIG2,Mk1LC2,h1C2,WTF2
C153 150 FORMAT (' ',4X,' SIG2 = ',F5.C,5X,' IWTLC2 = ',I5,5X,' WTC2 =I
1 F5.2,5X,'WTF2 = ',F5.2)
0154 DO 141 J=1,LK
0155 JU = J * 10
C156 JL = JL - 9
0157 WRITE (JPRINT,1507) (TEK(I),=JLJL),JU
015E 141 CONTINLE
0159 JA = JL + 1
0160 WRITE (JPRINT,1502) (TEK(I),I=JAACCHAN)
0161 IF (IPLNCH-3) 142,144,142
0162 144 WRITE (JPUNCH,100) (TBK(I),I=1,NCCFAN)
311
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C165 159 FORMAT ('1',' BACKGROUND CATA FCF EVERY TENTH POINT *)
C166 J10 = NCCHAN/10
0167 DO 160 I =1,J1O
0168 K = 10 *I - 9
C16S 160 TBL(I) = TBL(K)
017C WRITE (JPRINT,161) (TBL(I),I=1,JI0)
C171 161 FORMAT (( ',10(F9.2,2X)))
C CALIERATION OF DATA USING TWO ENERGY STANDARDS.
0172 READ (JREAO,100) EGAM1,IP1EGA2,[PP FPSERFW
C173 1002 FORMAT (#tF6i4XI6,4fF6.194X,Id, X,F7, 3x,F7.2)
C EGAMI IS THE ENERGY (KEV) CF TEiE FIRST CALIB.PEAK.
C EGAMI LEQ ZERO DELETES ANALYSIS CF THE GAMMA PEAKS.
C IP1 IS THE PEAK CENTER CF IE FIRST PEAK.
C EGAM2 IS THE ENERGY (KEV) CF TFE SECCNO CALIB. PEAK.
C IP2 IS THE PEAK CENTER CF THE SECCND PEAK.
C FPS IS THE FIRST PEAK SIGMA USEC IN PKANAL TO FIT THE FWHM.
D -" FPS LEC 0 IMPLIES FPS = Fb-M CF FIRST CALIB.PEAK.
C ERFW IS THE RANGE THE FWHN IS ALLOWED TO CEVIATE FROM FPS.
C FPS ANC ERFW ARE GIVEN IN 9EV.
0174 IF (EGAMI) 146,146,145
0175 145 CONTINLE
0176 CALL PKALIB (NCCHAAEGAP1,IPlEGAM2,IP2,SLPWID1,WID2,
1 TPCIIPC2)
C SUBRCUTIAE PKALIB CALCULATES THE FWHM, TRUE PEAK CENTERS OF THE
C CALIBRATION PEAKS, ANS SLF TC CCNVERT FROM CHANNEL NO. TO ENERGY.
C PKALIB USES ADJUST TC CORRECT FCP THE NCNLINEARITY OF THE SYSTEM.
C177 WRITE (JPRINT,122) NUMRUN, NOCHAN
0178 122 FORMAT (1H1,4X,9h RUN NC =,15,5X,22H NUMBER CF CHANNELS = ,15)
0179 WRITE (JPRINT,123) IMAX
C180 123 FORMAT (5X,41H CHANNEL NUMEER SLCPE CRITERION (IMAX) = ,15)
0181 WRITE (JPRINT,126) ECR
0182 126 FORMAT (I *,4X,' ERROR CRITERICN FCR PEAK ANALYSIS (PER-CENT) I,
1 F5.1)
0183 WRITE (JPRINT,125) OCR
CIE4 125 FORMAT(5X,51H SLCPE CRITERICA FCR BACKGROUND IN UNITS OF SQRT OF,
114H EACKGROUND = , F6.2)
0185 WRITE (JPRINT,1020) BGER
0186 1020 FORMAT (5X,65H PEAK LCCATICN CRITERICN IN UNITS OF SQRT OF BACKGR
1OUNC (EGER) = ,F5.1)
0187 WRITE (JPRINT,158) ERTP
0188 158 FORMAT (I ',4X, ' ERROR TERP RECLCTICN DUE TC SMOOTHING ',F5.3)
0189 WRITE (JPRINT,1018) LRN2,N3,XN
C190 1018 FORMAT (5X,21H LINEARITY RLN NLMBERI5,5X,5H N2 =,15,5X,
1 5H N3 =,I5,5X,5H XN =,F5.C)
0191 WRITE (JPRINT,1019) FPSERFW
35
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C192 1019 FORMAT (* ',4X,' FIRST PEAK FbwH-P (KEV) FPS = ',F7.2,5X,
1 * FmHP VARIATION (KEV) ERF% = ',F7.2)
C193 WRITE (JPRINT,130) SLP
C194 130 FORMAT (' ',4X,' ENERGY PEP CI-.AC (KEV) = ',F6.3)
0195 WRITE (JPRINT,128) EGAP1,IPITPCI,lWIDL
C196 128 FORMAT (l ',4X," ENERGY-1 = ',F6.1,4X,' CHANNEL NO = ',6,
1 4X,' TRUE PEAK CENTER = ',F6.1,4X,0 WIDTH (KEV) = OF6.2)
0157 WRITE (JPRINT,129) EGAP2,IP2,TPC2,WlD2
CL98 129 FORMAT (l ',4X,' ENERGY-2 = ',Ft.1,4X,' CHANNEL NO = 1,I6,
1 4X,' TRUE PEAK CENTER = ',F6.1,4X,' WIDTH (KEV) = OF6.2)
0199 WRITE (JPRINT,149) SANCLEFLUXT
0200 149 FORMAT (I 1,4X,' SCLID ANGLE RACIANS = ',EL0.4,2X,' FLUXT =O
1 E10.4)
C201 WRITE (JPRINT,147) FIRENGCELENG
0202 147 FORMAT (' ,4X,' EFFICIENCN CATA INITIAL ENERGY (KEV) = ',F5.0,
I 2X, CELTA ENERGY (KEV) = ',F5.C)
0203 WRITE (JPRINT,148) (EFFCN(I),I=,J2)
0204 148 FORMAT (W' ',4X,10(E10.31))
C
C LUCATICN AND NUMBERING CF THE PEIKS
02C5 CALL PKLOC (NOCHANNIlIPAXBCER)
C SUBROUTINE PKLOC LCCATES AAC NUMEERS THE PEAKS OF THE TBK ARRAY
C USING A FIRST DIFFERENCE CALCLLATICN IN THE CTS ARRAY.
C NI NUMBER OF THE PEAK,
C
C
C ANALYSIS OF THE GAMMA PEAKS
C2C6 CALL PKANAL (NISLPECR,TEC1,EGAM1,WID1,FPSERFWERTM,
1 FIRENGCELENGSANGLEFLLUT)
C SUBRCUTINE PKANAL ANALYZES THE THE GAMMA PEAKS FOR AREA AND 6IDTH
C FROM SINGLETS TO TRIPLETS.
C2C7 146 CONTINLE
C
02C8 .- 6 READ (JREAD,1008) MO
C2CS 1C08 FORMAT (15)
C210 GO TC (2001,2002,2C03,2004), PC
C MO=1 PPCGRAM LOOPS TO 2001,MO=2 FRCGRAM LOOPS TO 2002, ETC.
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0001 SUBROUTINE LINEAR (LRN2,N3,XNNCCHAN)
C SUBROUTINE LINEAR CALCULATES TI-E LINEARITY CORRECTION FACTOR
C USING THE LINEARITY DATA GIVEN IN ARRAY TBL.
C THE CORRECTION FACTOR, CORR, IS IN THE FORM OF AN ARRAY OF
C DIMENSION L (L LEQ 200) CF THE L LINEARITY PEAKS CHARACTERIZING
C THE CATA OF TBL.
C THE ADJUST SUBROUTINE USES TEE CCRR FACTOR FOR ITS INTERPOLATION
C TO CORRECT FOR LINEARITY.
C XN IS THE LIMIT OF THE LINEARITY BACKGROUND. ONLY TRUE
C CALIBRATION PEAKS ARE GTR THAN XN.
C TBL IS THE LINEARITY DATA.
C N2 IS THE CHANNEL PEAK NO. CF THE LOW REFERENCE PEAK
C N3 IS THE CHANNEL PEAK NO. CF THE HIGH REFERENCE PEAK.
C CNTR(L) IS THE PEAK CENTER AS CALC BY WEIGHTING THE FIRST MOMENT
C OF THE PEAK TO THE INTEGRAL UNDER THE PEAK.
C CORR(L) IS THE LINEARITY CO1RRECTICN FACTOR FOR THE L-TH PEAK.
C SUM IS THE PEAK INTEGRAL.
C XMOM IS THE FIRST MOMENT CF THE PEAK.








0007 1 = 0
OCC8 3 I=I+J+1
COC9 IF (I-NOCHAN) 31,7,7
0010 31 J=0
0011 IF (TBL(I)-XN) 3,3,4
0012 4 J=J+1
0013 IPLJ=I+J
0014 IF (IPLJ-NOCHAN) 12,7,7
0015 12 CJNTINUE
0016 IF (TBLUIPLJ)-XN) 5,5,4
0017 5 SUM=0.
0018 XMOM=0..






0025 IF (L-200) 13,7,T7
0026 13 CONTINUE
0027 CNTR(L) = XMOM/SUM + FLOAT (I) - 1.0
0028 IF (I-NOCHAN) 3,7,7
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WRITE (JPRINT,9) LRN2,N3,XN
9 FORMAT (*1,' LINEARITY RUN NUMEER ',15,'
1 15,' XN = ',F5.0)
WRITE (JPRINT,10)
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DATE = 68214 20/05/11
0001 SUBRCUTINE CTFFT (DATATBK,hT,NUMJPRINT)
C COOLEY-TUKEY FAST FOURIER TRANSFCRM
0002 COMPLEX DATA(4096)
0003 REAL TBK(4096),WT(4096)
C CTFFT TRANSFORMS THE ARRAY TBK, kEIGHTS IT WITH WT, AND PER-
C FORMS THE INVERSE TRANSFCRMATICN.
C DATA IS A COMPLEX ARRAY USED IN SUBROUTINE FOURT.
C SUBROUTINE FOURT DOES THE ACTUAL FFT CALCULATION.
C NUM SHCULD BE A POWER OF TWC FOR FASTEST RESULTS.
00C4 DO I I = 1,NUM
0005 OATA(I) = CMPLX(TBK(I),0.C)
0006 1 CONTINLE
C
C FAST FCURIER TRANSFORM CA CATA.
0007 CALL FOURT (DATANUM,1,+1,41,0)
C
0008 DO 2 1 = 1,NUM
0009 AR = REAL(DATA(I))
0010 Al = AIMAG(DATA(I))
0011 TBK(I) = SQRT(AR*AR + AI*AI)
C TBK IS USED TO STORE THE MAGNITUDE OF EACH TRANSFORMED POINT.
0012 2 CONTINUE
0013 W = 6.2831873/FLOAT(NUM)
0014 NUM2 = NUM/2 + 2
C PRINT CUT OF TRANSFORMED DATA.
0015 WRITE (JPRINT,3) W
0016 3 FORMAT (1H1,26H DELTA OMEGA IN RADIANS = ,F10.6)
0017 WRITE (JPRINT,4)
0018 4 FORMAT (LH ,19H TRANSFCRM INTEGRAL)
0019 WRITE (JPRINT,5) (TBK([),I=1,NUM2)
C020 5 FORMAT (1H ,1OF11.4)
C FILTERING THF TRANSFORMED DATA WITH WT(I).
0021 DO 8 1 = 1,NUM
C SMOOTHING
0022 DATAI) = WT(I) * DATA(I)
0023 8 CONTINLE
C
C INVERSE FOURIER TRANSFORM
0024 CALL FOURT(DATANUM,1,-l,+1,0)
C
0025 DO 10 I = 1,NUM
0026 AR = REAL(DATA([))
0027 Al = AIMAG(DATA(I)i
0028 TBK(I) = SQRT(AR*AR + AI*AI)/FLCAT(NUM)
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0001 SUBROUTINE BAKSUB (NOCHANIMAX,DCR)
C SUBROUTINE BACKSUB PERFORMS THE BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION ON ARRAY








0006 498 FORMAT(IH1,35X,37H CHOSEN MINIMA AND SLOPE BETWEEN THEM)
0007 WRITE (JPRINT,499)
0008 499 FORMAT(20X,29H NO. L CH. LEFT MIN ,
131H RIGHT MIN SLOPE BASE)
C
0009 JJ = NOCHAN - I
0010 00 302 1 = iJJ
0011 302 DTS(II=TBKII+l)-TBK(I)
C IMAX LOWER LIMIT ON SLOPE CRITERION.
0012 LA = IMAX + 1
0013 I = IMAX + 2
0014 IMIN = 0
0015 IX = 0
0016 ILOOP = 0
C XM NEGATIVE, DB POSITIVE DETERMINES A PEAK.
0017 333 XM=DTSII)*DTSII-1)
0018 08=DTS(I)-DTS(I-1)
0019 IF lXM) 305,305,303
0020 305 IF (DB) 303,303,304
0021 304 CONTINUE
C
C EXAMINING THE SLOPES OF ADJACENT PEAKS FOR POSSIBLE MULTIPLETS
C MINIMA OCCURING WITHIN 15 CHANNELS FROM THE END OF THE DATA ARRAY
C ARE NOT AVERAGED, NOR IS THE SLOPE CRITERION APPLIED
0022 IF(I+15-JJ) 310,310,510
C WHENEVER THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE SLOPES OF TWO ADJACENT PEAKS IS
C LARGE THE PAIR IS CONSIDERED AS A MULTIPLET. PROCEDURE IS
C REPEATED TILL THERE ARE A MAXIMUM OF FIVE PEAKS BETWEEN THE
C CHOSEN MINIMA, THE SLOPE CRITERION BEING IGNORED THEREAFTER.
C
C GRADIENT CALCULATION FOR BACKGROUND UNDER THE PEAK.
0023 310 GRAD=(TBK(I)-TBK(LA))/FLOAT (I-LA)
0024 IX = IX+1
C THE FIRST FOUR ELEMENTS OF THE TBL ARRAY ARE USED TEMPORARILY
C TO STORE THE SLOPES AND THE MINIMA OF TWO ADJACENT PEAKS
0025 TBL(IX) = GRAD
0026 TBLIIX+2) = FLOAT I)
0027 IF(IX-2) 303,564,564
40
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C Ml IS THE RHS MINIMUM OF THE PEAK UNDER CONSIDERATION
C AND M2 THE NEXT HIGHER MINIMUM
Ml = TBL(3)
M2 = TBL(4)
T81 = TBK(LA) + GRAD1*FLOAT AM2-LA)
C T81 IS THE VALUE TBK(M2) WOULD HAVE IF THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE




663 CRIT = DCR*FLOAT (M2-MI)
GO TO 665
664 CRIT = OCR*FLOAT (M2-M1)*SQRT (TB12)
665 CONTINUE
C DCR IS READ IN AS DATA
IFITBI-TB2) 565,565,666
666 IF(TB1-TB2-CRIT) 565,565,566
566 ILOOP = ILOOP + 1
IF(ILOOP-5) 567,565,565
567 1 = Ml
IX = 0
GO TO 303








THREE-POINT AVERAGING OF THE MINIMA
FROM HERE TO STATEMENT 533 THE PROGRAM AVERAGES THE MINIMA
BY WEIGHING THEM EQUALLY WITH THE ORIGINAL COUNTS IN THE TWO
CHANNELS CLOSEST TO THE MINIMUM (ONE ON EACH SIDE)
308 LL=I
LOOP = 0
C IF THE AVERAGING PROCESS IS REPEATED MORE THAN 15 TIMES
C FOR ANY ONE GIVEN MINIMUM THE AVERAGING PROCESS IS IGNORED
507 LOOP = LOOP + 1
IFILOOP - 16) 525,510,510
525 CONTINUE
TB = (T8K(LL-1)+TBK(LL)+TK(LL+1))/3.0
C NEW MINIMA ARE SOUGHT
IF(TB-TBK(LL-2)) 603,603,602
602 IFITB-TBKLLL-1)) 603,603,502
603 IF (TB-TBK(LL+2)) 503,503,604
604 IF(TB-TBK(LL+1)1 503,503,504
502 LL = LL-1
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C PROCESS IS STOPPED.
0062 IF(LL-I) 523,503,523
0063 523 CONTINUE
0064 IF(LL - LA) 303,303,507




C IF NO NEW MINIMUM IS FOUND WITHIN 6 CHANNELS ABOVE THE ORIGINAL
C MINIMUM THE AVERAGING PROCESS IS IGNORED
0069 510 LL = I
0070 GO TO 533
0071 503 CONTINUE
0072 TBK(LL) = (TBK(LL-I)+TBKILL)+TBK(LL+1))/3.0
C
C LA IS LOWER CHAN NO LIMIT FOR LINEAR BACKGROUND FIT.
C LL IS UPPER CHAN NO LIMIT FOR LINEAR BACKGROUND FIT.
0073 533 LB=LA+1t
0074 LX=LL-1
C LBASE IS THE NUMBER OF CHANNELS OCCUPIED BY THE PEAK (FIRST CH=0)
0075 LBASE = LL - LA
C QSLOP IS THE SLOPE BETWEEN THE TWO MINIMA OF A PEAK
0076 QSLOP = (TBK(LL)-TBK(LAI)/FLOAT (ILBASE)
C TBL IS A DUMMY ARRAY USED FOR CALCULATING THE BACKGROUND.
0077 TBL(LA)=TBKILA)
0078 IF (ILBASE - 8) 550,551,551
0079 551 CONTINUE
0080 IMIN = IMIN + 1
0081 WRITE (JPRINT,500) IMINLATBKILA) ,TBKtLL),QSLOPLBASE
0082 500 FORMAT(20X, 17,3X,16,3XF9.2,3XF9.2,3XF9.3,3X,15)
0083 550 CONTINUE
C BACKGROUND - LINEAR FIT.
0084 DO 306 IK=LBLX




0088 520 I = LL
0089 303 IF (I-JJ) 334,335,335
0090 334 1=1+1
0091 GO TO 333
0092 335 TBL(LA)=TBK(LA)
0093 LB=LA+1
0094 LX = JJ
0095 LL = NOCHAN
0096 DO 307 IK=LBLX
0097 307 TBL(IK)=(TBK(LA)*FLOAT (LL-IK)+TBK(LL)*FLOAT (IK-LA))/
1 FLOAT (LL - LA)
42
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0098 TBL(NOCHAN) = TBK(NOCHAN)
0099 DO 404 I = 1,IMAX
0100 TBL(I) = TBK(I)
0101 TBK(I) = 0.0
0102 DTS(I) = 0.0
0103 IF (TBL(I)) 405,404,404
0104 405 TBL{I) = 0.0
0105 404 CONTINUE
0106 DO 401 I = IMAX,N0CHAN
0107 TBK(I) = TBK(I) - TBL(I)
0108 DTS(I-11 = TBKII) - TBK(I-1)
C CORRECTION FOR NEGATIVE VALUES.
0109 IF (TBL(I)) 406,407,407
0110 406 TBL(I) = 0.0
0111 407 CONTINUE
0112 IF(TBK4I)) 403#403,401
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0001 SUBRCUTINE PKALIB (NOCHANEGAP1, IP1,EGAM2,IP2,SLPWID1,WID2,
1 TPC1,TPC2)
C PKALIB USES ADJUST TO CORRECT FOR THE NONLINEARITY OF THE SYSTEM.
C CALIBRATION PEAKS, ANS SLP TO CCNVERT FROM CHANNEL NO. TO ENERGY.





0005 JJ = NCCHAN - 1
0006 00 622 I = 1,JJ
0007 DTS(I) = TBK(1+1) - TBK(I)
00C8 622 CONTINUE
000s DTS(NOCHAN) = 0.0
0010 JP=0
0011 IP = IP1 - 3
0012 631 S=DTS(IP)*DTS(IP-1)
0013 DP=DTS( IP)-DTS( IP-1)
0014 IF (SM) 615,615,613
0015 615 IF (DP) 617,613,613
0016 613 IP=IP+1
0017 GO TO 631
C PCNR IS PEAK CENTER.
0018 617 PCNR=FLOAT (IP)+DTS(IP)/(DTS(IP-1)-DTS(IP))+ 0.5
C GX IS A SECOND ORDER INTERPOLATICN FIT.
0019 GX = 0.5*(TBK(IP) 4 (PCNR-FLOAT(IP))*(DTS(IP)) + 0.5 *
I (PCNR-FLOAT(IP))*(PCNR-FLOAT(IP*1))*(CTS(IP)-DTS(IP-1))I
C SUBROUTINE ADJUST CALCULATES THE TRUE PEAK CENTER, TPC, USING
C DATA FROM THE LINEARITY SUBROUTINE.
0020 CALL ADJUST (CNTRCCRRPCNRTPC)
0021 IF (JP) 620,620,621
C TPCI TRUE PEAK CENTER FCR THE LOW ENERGY STANDARD.
0022 620 TPC1=TPC
C GX1 HALF MAXIMUM OF LCW ENERGY STANDARD.
0023 GX1=GX
0024 JP=JP+1
0025 IP = IP2 - 3
0026 GO TO 631
C TPC2 TRUE PEAK CENTER FCR THE HIGH ENERGY STANDARD.
0027 621 TPC2=TPC
C GX2 HALF MAXIMUM OF HIGH ENERGY STANDARD.
0028 GX2=GX







DATE = 68214 20/05/11PKALIBFORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 2
0034 672 IF (TBK(J)-GX) 670,670,671
0035 671 J=J-1
0036 GO TO 672
C PHL CHANNEL NUMBER OF LOW ENERGY SIDE FOR FWHM CALCULATION.
0037 670 PHL=FLOAT (J)+(GX-TBK(J))/(TBK(J+1)-TBK(J))
0038 J=NP
0039 682 IF (TBK(J)-GX) 680,680,681
0040 681 J=J+1
0041 GO TO 682
C FWHM FULL WIDTH AT HALF MAXIMUM.
0042 680 FWHM=FLOAT (J)-GX-TBK(J))/(TK(J-1)-TBK(J))-PHL
0043 WIDD = FWHM * SLP
C WIDD IS FWHM IN KEV
0044 IF (JP1) 686,686,687
0045 686 WID1 = WIDD
C WID1 IS FWHM (KEV) OF FIRST CALIE PEAK.
C THE VARIANCE OF THE PEAK CAN BE CBTAINED FROM THE FWHM.




0049 GO TO 669
0050 687 WID2 = WIDD




DATE = 68214 20/05/11PKALB 1FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 2
0001 SUBROUTINE ADJUST (CNTR,CCRRPCNRTPC)
0002 REAL CATR(200),CORR(200)
C SUBROUTINE ADJUST FINDS THE TRUE PEAK CENTER, TPC, BY CORRECTING
C THE DATA PEAK CENTER, PCAR, BY GX.
C GX IS DETERMINED BY A SECCND ORDER INTERPOLATION USING CNTR, THE
C CALCULATED PEAK CENTER, AAD CORR, THE LINEARITY CORRECTION FACTOR
C FROM THE-.LINEARITY SUBROUTINE.
C A CALL TO LINEAR MUST PRECEDE A CALL TO ADJUST.
0003 IOTA=l
0004 11 IF (CNTR(IOTA)-PCNR) 10,10, 20
0005 10 IOTA=ICTA+1
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DATE = 68214 20/05/11ADJUSTFORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 2
0001 SUBROUTINE PKLOC (NOCHANNIIMAX,8GER)
C SUBROUTINE PKLOC LOCATES AND NUMBERS THE PEAKS OF THE TBK ARRAY
C USING A FIRST DIFFERENCE CALCULATICN IN THE CTS ARRAY.






0006 JJ = NCCHAN - 1
0007 1 = IMAX
C ZM LEQ ZERO, DS LT ZERO DETERMINES A PEAK MAXIMUM.
0008 731 ZM=DTS(I)*DTS(I-1)
0009 DS=DTS(I )-DTS( I-1)
0010 IF (ZM) 715,715,713
0011 715 IF (DS) 717,713,713
0012 717 CONTINUE
C PEAKS WITH COUNTS LEQ CTLIM AT THEIR MAXIMUM WON'T BE ANALYZED.-
0013 K = 1/10 + 1
0014 IF(TBL(K)) 719, 720, 720
0015 719 CTLIM = 10.0
0016 GO TO 721
0017 720 CONTINUE
0018 CTLIM = BGER*SQRT(T8L(K)) 4 10.0
0019 721 CONTINUE
0020 IF (TBK(I)-CTLIM) 713,713,718
0021 718 CONTINUE
0022 NI=N14
C NI NUMBER OF THE PEAK.
C THE TBL DATA IS DESTROYEC AND PTS 1 TO 1000 ARE USED FOR THE
C BACKGRCUND DATA ARRAY. PTS 1001 AND UP ARE USED FOR LOCATING THE
C GAMMA PEAKS BY CHANNEL NUMBER FOP PEAK MAXIMUM.
0023 TBL(NI+1000)=1
C TBL(NI+1000) IS THE CHANNEL NUMBER OF THE PEAK
0024 IF (NI-595) 713,713,732
0025 713 CONTINUE
0026 I = 1+1
0027 IF (I-JJ) 731,731,732
0028 732 CONTINUE
0029 DO 733 J=1,5
0030 NU = NI + J + 1000
C TBL(NU) DUMMY VARIABLE FOR PKANAL SUBROUTINE.





DATE = 68214 20/05/11PKLOCFORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 2
0001 SUBRCUTINE INTSTY (SAREA,ECAMFIRENG,DELENGSANGLEFLUXTAIGAM)
c INTSTY FINDS THE EFFICIENCY OF TE SYSTEM AT THE GAMMA PEAK
C ENERGY , EGAM, BY A SECCND CROER INTERPOLATION USING THE EFFICIENCY
C DATA IN THE EFFCY ARRAY AS THE KNOWN POINTS.
C SAREA TOTAL COUNTS PER GAMMA PEAK.
C FIRENG IS THE FIRST ENERGY (KEV) VALUE USED IN EFFICIENCY CALC.
C DELE IS THE ENERGY (KEV) CIFFERENCE BETWEEN EFFICIENCY POINTS.
C SANGLE IS THE SOLIC ANGLE CORRECTICN TERM
C FLUXT IS THE NUMBER OF CAPTURES/100 IN THE SAMPLE.






0006 8 XEGAM = DELENG*FLOAT(IEGAM-1) + FIRENG
0007 IF (XEGAM-EGAM) 26,27,27
OCC8 26 IEGAM=IEGAM+l
0009 GO TO 8
0010 27 El = XEGAM - DELENG
0011 E2=XEGAM







C GX SECOND ORDER INTERPOLATEC EFFICIENCY AT GAMMA ENERGY EGAM.
0019 GX=G1+(EGAM-E1)*D12+(EGAM-E2)*(ECAM-E1)*D123




DATE = 68214 20/05/11INTSTYFORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 2
c001 SUBRCUTINE PKANAL (NISLPECRTPClEGAM1,WID1,FPSERFW,ERTM,
1 FIRENG,DELENGSANGLEFLUXT)
C SUBRCUIINE PKANAL
C SUBROUTINE PKANAL ANALYZES THE CAFMA PEAKS FCR AREA, WIDTH,
C HEIGHT, YINIMA, BASE WIDTH ANC BASE SLOPE
D CC 2 C---PLELAIA




OCC6 WRITE (JPRINT,900) NUMPK
COCL 9i20 ERMAT5X4.19NUKBER 0EREAKS =. ,A51
CCC8 WRITE (JPRINT,1001)
COC9 1001 FORMATJ(1K0,5X.48HAREA( A) -SUMICCUNTS), AREA (B) = FITTED GAUSSIAN)
C
- EVALLATIN-CF .LEAST-SQUARE-FITTEC EQUATICN FOR FWHM
C ONLY STRONG PEAKS (INCLUDING WELL RESCLVED MULTIPLETS) OF
REASCNABLE E.HMARE COASlCEREC lIF-STATEMENTS DETERMINE THAT
C P-EAK.-PARAETERS CALCULATEC HERE PRE STCREO IN THE TBL ARRAY
C AND LSED AGAIN LATER
R-LEEJRRLNMI,1850L1
1850 FORMAT(lH1,25X, 36H PEAKS LSED IN COMPUTING LSF OF FWHM)
SWR iT (JPR INT,1851
1851 FORMAT(1-0,94H NUMBER PEAK NC. ENERGY KEV WIDTH






E2_=0.0--------- -- - --
E3 = 0.0
E4 =0.0--------- -. -*-*-*- -
AREAI- = C.0
AREAR=0. -
C FPS EXFECTED FWHM (KEV) CF FIRST PEAK EITHER READ IN OR CALC.
IF (FPSl 3034,3034,3035
3034 FPS = ID1
C ID1 IS FWHM tKEV) OF FIRSTLCALlE -PEAK. CALC. IN PKALIB.
3035 CONTINLE
fC =6.0. ---- -- - -
C FC SETS THE VALUE CF THE FIRST CCNDITION ON THE PEAK HEIGHT
IX= 0
MM = 0
TBL (1601) = 0.0
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DATE = 68223 19/29/33PKANALFORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MCD 2
G V2PKAAL._- .-DATE = 68223
C LOOP FCR LSF OF FWHM ECN. END CF LOOP AT 1818
032 WAI I I L- -
C033 IF(I - NUMPK) 1817,1817,181P
0034 1E17 CONTINLE -
C THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT IS TO BE USED LATER TO IDENTIFY THE
------ - c PEAKSAHCSEPARAM4EIERS ANL BEEh LA~LC11LATED 11L EVALUATING THE
C LSF FWI-M
C35 TBLL+ 160) = 0.C- - -
C
C CMPMLSGALQE -THE PEAK EIGHT TO THE BACKGROUND -
C LI IS THE CHANNEL NUMBER CF Tf-E f-ICHEST PCINT IN THE PEAK
0O316 -- 1=LTELLIA +l10DOL -_
0037 J = L1
CC38 K 1/10 + -
C ERROR TERM CRITERIA. ECR IS REAC IN
C PEAKS _USTJ1AVE PREDICTEC ERRCR IN AREA LESS THAN E
C ER IS PER CENT ERROR IN AREA. TFK(J) IS PKHT. TBL(K) IS BKGND.
C39 E.R= 100O_*S Q&L2.0- * ILEKL[ Jira * _TBL1 ) LERINT B LUAi
C040 IF (ER-ECR) 1807,1807,18CC
0 041 - EOlJ LNT[NUIE - -- ---
0042 ASB = TBL(K) + 80.
C~ IHE~lERKL_8O.SETS_ THlE IlNIMUK-VALUECF ACCEPIABLE.2EALEIGkT
C TO A80T 9.0*FC(MIN) = 27.
00A3 --- SQ =S QAI LASBl- --
FIRST CONDITION - PEAK FEIGHT FAIRLY LARGE
CC44 IELTBK(J) -C*SQL80 0aQQl801- - ---
0045 1801 CONTTNLF
C IF- MCRE THANElGhT CONSEhLILVE PEAKS-D._-N0lMEEIIHEABOVE-
C REQUIREMFNTS THEN FC IS RECUCED SO AS TO MAKE SURE THAT THERE ARE
C _Ni LARG E&NERGYIGAPS LFTWFI FNTEFlCHOSFN PFAK ' TH F fTHFR
C CONDITIONS STILL APPLY, VCmEVER. T-E ORIGINAL VALUE OF FC IS
C RESTCRED - -- -
0C46 IF(I-IX-8) 1835,1835,1836
CC47 -. 1836 IF.IE_ 2.Q1_18154La35lE3---- ---- -
0C48 1837 I = IX
CCA9. EL= EC -_1.D -- - -- -- -
0050 GO TC 1800
C051 835 FC = 6._ -
0052 IX = I
C IA AND IL ARE THE LEFT ARE RIGHTEAD PCINTS .E THE PEAK
CC53 = 1.1
00 54 4 8O1 F{TEKLJ)) 1802,18C2,1802L
CC55 1803 J = J - 1
0056 GL TO 4801
0C57 1802 IA = J
0058 J-_=- T BL (.I + 10001 +. .0
0059 1804 IF(TPK(J)) l805,18C5,18Ct
50
19129/33FCRTRAN IV G.-LEVEL It MCD 2-
0060 1806 J = J + 1
0061 GO TC 1804
0062 1805 IL = J
C
C FROM HERE TO STATEMENT 4113 TIE PULTIPLETS ARE IOENTIFIED.
-IF ThE. PLAKS ARE- WELL RESELVEC. TFE WIDTHS ARE ACCEPTED FOR
C THE LEAST-SQUARES FIT. HOWEVER MLLTIPLFTS ARE NOT CONSIDERED
C [N ThE EVALUATION CF THE CCRRECTICN FACTOR TERA (SEE 4881)
CC63 4109 LO = TEL(I+999)
0064 L2 = tELL- + 1001)
C LO AND L2 ARE THE CENTERS CF TE TWO PEAKS NEXT TO THE ONE
S ~ C Ex AM INED---- - -------.--- --- -
0065 XL01 = FLOAT (L1-LO)/2.0
CC66 XL12 E LOAT tL2-Lll/2.0
C BAD IS USED TO MARK THE MLLTIPLETS FOR LATER IDENTIFICATION
QC61 BAD C..0---
OC68 IF(LC-IA) 41l0,41C1,4111
0Ch~9 4L-BAD 1 0 - ---- ------
CC70 VRNC = (FPS/(2.355*SLP))**2
VRLC [SANAPROXIMAIEVALUE CEXIHE VARIANCE.ERTHISCALI)LTlD L
CC71 C = EXF (-(XL01**2)/(2.0*VRNC))
--. LEE-CONRIEU.TLCLUERCL4A-NEAREY PEAlLI.OLhE.AA~eflE3BJ f - ---.-
C OF THE PEAK UNDER CONSIDERATICN IS MCRE THAN 10 PERCENT
THE SA IDPFAK IS FXCI UCFC FRCM TE E LSF.
C SECOND CONDITION - PART CNE
C072L- IE LtLKL~LeC. O..IBKLL111=O.10--4llD-All0.,3.00-- - ------ -
CC73 4110 IF(L2-IL) 4112,4112,4113
CC74-AL2 BAD..-L- -----------------------------------
CC75 VRNC = IFPS/(2.355*SLP))**2
C= F X P_ f y 1 ?**? / 1? -n*v _* 2) Z RNr)
C SECOND CCNDITION - PART TWC
C C.L - ---- -LELtEK LL21*fJ~l .. 51K---1---..---41.,Al3.18D--- - -
CC78 4113 CONTINUE
C EVALUATION OF AREA UNDER THE PEAK
___7 _ ARFA = 0.0
CC8O DO 1814 K = IAIL
OC8L---8---R-AAAEA--I--K-------------------- ----- ---
C PCNR IS CALCULATED PEAK CENTER
CC82 -. - --- PCR-=--G -LL-LSL1AIi l--1-0 L --0-. 5
0083 CALL ADJUST (CNTR,CCRRPCNRTPC)
CCE5 LY = Li
- - ?.&T TBKtLNL-+-{ECNR-'ELC.ATILY))-*-CTS(LYJ +
1 0.5 * (PCNR-FLOAT(LY))*(FCNR-FLCAT(LY+1))*(CTS(LY)-DTS(LY-1))
- -E V-ALAL= -E EE -- ---
0087 GX = 0.5*PKHT
51
I wpm -- ,, I'm- 1,1 I 1 .1 1
CATE = 68223 19/29/33PKANALFORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MCD 2
DATE = 68223 19/29/33
1842 IFlTBK(J) - GX) 1840,1840,1841
1841 J = J - I
GO TC 1R42
C PHL CHANNEL NUMPER LOi ENERGY SIDE
1840 PHL=FLCAT (J)+(GX-TBK(J))/(TBK(J+1)-TBK(J))
J=L1
1848 lFfTBK(lJ) - GXL 1B45,1845,1846
1846 J = J + 1
GO TC 1848
1845 W=FLOAT (J)-(GX-TBK(J))/(TEK(J-1)-TBK(J))-PHL
C W FWHM IN CHANNEL NLPBERS.
C WIDT- FWHM IN ENERGY
WlD-14=.*SLP
C THIRD CCNDITION - PEAK MLST HAVE AN ACCEPTABLE FWHM
AFS = ABS (WIDTH - FPS)
C ERFW IS THE ALLOWARLE CEVIATIUA CF THE FWFM (KEV).
IF (AFS - ERFW) 1812,1812,18CC
1812 CONTINUE
C A NEW VALUE IS ASSIGNED TC FPS TC BE USED WITH THE NEXT PEAK
FPS = (FPS + WIDTH)/2.C
EVALLATICN OF THE WEIGFING FUNCTICN USED IN THE LEAST-SQUARES FIT
WEIETLS THE WEIGHING FUN.CTICN USED IN THE LSF. IT IS-EQUAL
TO TIE SQUARE OF THE INVERSE OF THE STANDARD DEVIATION IN WIDTH
NOEEAT tS.DEWhtMR/FWE-M) +CR- (S.D..(PKhT)/PKHT) AND THAT
THE S.D. IN PKHT IS SQRT(PKIHT+1.5*PACKCRCUND)/ERTM WHEPE
THL ERTF REPRESENTS THE RECUCT IC AIN THE STANDARD DEVIATION
INTRCDLCED BY THE SMOOTHING.
SDWlt = WIDTH *_ ER /(1L4-..42ll4)
WEIT = 1.0/(SDWID*SDWIC)
ENTEPING THE PEAK PARAMETERS CALCULATED HERE IN THE TBL
TBL(4l + 42 0=.PCNC-R
TBL(I 41600) = EGAP
TBLtL+2200- GX_




C COMPLTATIONS ON AREAS
AREAG =_-2L2a9*k*GX
ERA = AREA/AREAG
__ERAS-THE RATIO CF lhE AREA1NE ER THE PEAIC 1O THE AREA UNDER
C THE EQLTVALENT GALSSIAA
C THE FOILLOWING-STATEMENT EXCLUCES MULTIPLETS IN THE AREA SUMS
IF(BAD) 4880,4880,4882
AB EDTREINLE. - - A
































PKANALFCRTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MCO 2
0115 IF (ABS(ERA-1.0) -0.30) 48El,4FEl,4882
0116 4881 AREAM = AREAM + AREAG
C117 AREA- = AREAH + AREA
C THE RATIC (AREAH/AREAM) WILL EE LSED LATER TC EVALUATE CORRECTION
C FCR THE NON-GAUSSIAN FCRM OF THE PEAKS
C 112 482_ CNILNUE -
C119 MM = mt + 1
0120 WRITE- LJPRINT,1813) MM,I ,EGAMWICTF,WEITPKHT, ERA
0121 1813 FORMAT(lH ,4XI5,5X,15,5X,F1C.2,5X,F1C.3,5X,F10.3,5X,F10.2,5X,
L ELOAL
C FOLLOWING COMPUTATIONS TO EE LSEC IN THE EVALUATION OF THE
--- A-T-; CLFFFCIAT STATEMENT 183L)
0122 EGM = EGAM/1000.
0123 JLDI .=WtLQTH*WIDTH.
0124 WEO = )EO + WEIT*WID
0125-- 1 =EL+ELT*W1Q*EGM
0126 WE2 = mE2 + WEIT*WID*EGM**2
0127 F= 1+WFIT*FGM
0128 E2 = E2 + WEIT*EGM**2
0 12 9 E3 = E3- WET*EGM**3
0130 E4 E4 + WEIT*EGM**4
C13 JELtL WElTIl EIT-
C132 GO TO 1800
CfEND~fE FR FLIllFWEk-
C EVALLATICN OF THE LSF COEFFICIENTS
0133 L8 CQlINUE
C ALL THE PARAMETERS ARE CIVICEC BY 100.0 TO AVOID DEALING WITH
C -VERY..L ARG E UUMBERS-
0134 1831 RM = WEITT/100.0
0115 -E-L 0L __.A
0136 WEL = WF1/100.0
C137 E_--E.LQ.0
0138 El = E1/100.0
0139 E2 _ _LIQQ0
0140 E3 = E3/100.0
014 4 =ELL -------
0142 DLT = RM*E2*E4 +2.0*E1*E2*E3 - E2**3 - RM*E3**2 - E4*E1**2
0143 AQ -ltEQ*E2*E4 + WE2*ElE3 +_ WE1*E2*E3 - WE2*E2**2
1 - WEO*E3**2 - WE1*E1*E4)/CLT
0144 Al=,- - EWEL*RM*E4. _WE0*E2*E3 +WE2A.El*E2 WEl*E2**2
1 - WE2*E3*RM - WEO*EL*E4)/CLT
CL4L &------ A2--= L2RE2-. WEL*E 2+-tWEC*EL*E3 -WEG*E2**2
1 - WE1*PM*E3 - WE2*El**2)/DLT
0146 TERA AREAK/AREAM
C
C- EVALUAILON -E THRE-RmS _ERRCR IN FITTING THE DATA
0147 QWAK = 0.0
C148 - =------
53
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FCRTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MCD 2 PKAAAL DATE = 68223 19/29/33
FORTRAN IV G.LEVEL l, MOD 2 PKANAL DATE = 68223 19/29/33
C150 IF(I-NLMPK) 2901,2901,2902
0151 2901 IF (TBL( I1+1600)) 203,2903,2904
C152 2904 EGAM = TBL(I+1600)
C153 WIDTH = TBL(i-2&0Q)
0154 ER = TFL(1+3750)
C155 E11 20 00. 01(.IiDH*LITk-* ER* E R).
C156 EGM = EGAM/1000.
C 157 FWH2 =. AO + Al*EGM + A2ECP*ECM
0158 QWIK = WIDTH*WIDTH - FhH2
0159 QWAK _= QWAK + WEIT*QWIK*QWIK
C160 GO TO 2903
C16 290LON11N-F-- --
0162 EMS = SQRT (CWAK/WEITT)
C EMS -LS THE- RMS ERROR BEThEEN THE DATA AND THE CALCULATED APPROX.
0163 WRITE (JPRINT,1820)
C164 1820 FORMAT(1H.,20X, 37H EQUATICN CF LEAST SQUARE FITTED FWBHM.-
0165 WRITE (JPRINT,1821) AO,AIA2
0166 182l_fORMAT (1O,10X,' FWHM**2 =1,-3X + .93,.
i' *E(MEV) + 4,F9.3, *E(MEV)**2 ')
0167 WRITE (JPRINT,1819) MM - -
0168 1819 FORMAT(lHO, 1OX, 21H NUPER OF PEAKS- USED, 16)
C169 WRITE LJPRINT29.05) EMS ------------
0170 2905 FORMAT(lHO, 10X, 17H RMS EFRCR IN LSF, F10.4)
017.1 WR IT EJRRINTL22I TERA. - -.------
0172 1822 FORMAT(IHO, 10X, 24H (AREA/GAUSSIAN AREA) = , F10.4)
C ------- - -- - --
C PEAK ANALYSIS - PEAKS TI-AT HAVE ALREADY BEEN ANALYSED ABOVE
C HAVE T)-E.IR PARAMETERS STQ.RE.. IN .IE.TBL ARRA-. - -- - -
C
C ALLIYPES Of PEAKS.AR._ALCiLLATEE-IN. Ti CIE RFNT WAYS- --
C (A) AREA = SUM OF COUNTS IN ALL CHANNELS UNDER PEAK (SAREA)
C B) AREA = 1.0645*PEAK I-EIGHT*FWHM*IERA..WHERE-THE...TERM.TERA
C IS A CORRECTION FACTCR FCR TEE NCN-GAUSSIAN FORM OF THE
C PEAKS AND. F4HM LS TE LEAST-SQUARE-EITIED VALUE .
C CORRESPONDING TO TIE PEAK ENERGY (TAQEA)
0173,WRLTEldPRINI,20811---
0174 2081 FORMAT(lH1, 47X, 14H PEAK ANALYSIS)
0175 WRITE (-JPRINT,1303)
C176 1003 FORMAT(IH ,46HNp. f ENERGY PK CNTR FEIGHT H TO BG ,
161H AREA(A) AREA(B) INT(B) ERPORIB) WLA) W(F) BASE,
26H TYPE)
C177 WRITE (JPRINT,10041
0178 1004 FORMAT(IH ,46H KEV CHAN NO COUNTS RAT[O ,
161H COUNTS COUNTS PERCENT KEV KEV CHAN)
C IPUNCH LESS THAN ZERO PUNCHES CUT PEAK ANALYSIS DATA




FCRTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MCD 2 PKANAL DATE = 68223 19/29/33
0181 WRITE (JPUNCH,1236)
C182 1236 FORMAT(44H NO. ENERGY(KEv) INTENSITY ERROR P/C,
126H APEA(GAUS) AREA(ELt))
C183 1238 CUNTINLE
C I IS THE NUMBER OF THE PEAK AS SET BY THE PKLOC SUBROUTINE
N_ S- T-E NUMbER.OF THE PEAK PRI.NEC AND PUNCHED
C184 N = 1
0185 I = C
C
C LOOP FCK_PEAK .ANALYSIS--
C186 810 CUNTINUF
0lE -- =L - -- ---- --
C188 IFII-NLMPK) 1856,1856,870
C THE ZERQ POLNTS OF A PEAK ARE CALCULATED AGAIN FOR ALL PEAKS
0189 1856 J = TBL(I+1000) - 1.0
0190 801 IF (TBK(JJ.LLCZ,802,8Q3 -
C1S1 803 J = J - 1
.C192 G - .IC EOL- - --- - - - - - -
C193 802 [A = J
C IA -IS ZERQ POLNT LGW -ENERGY SICE. ---
0194 J = TBL(I+1000) + 1.0
0195 C4 IE LBKidlL8Q5,805.806 -- -
C196 806 J=J+l
C91 G__ L____L.E.O.-4. ---- ____-
C198 EC5 IL=J
S - L--. -- LSZER----_--l-_NEGY-E----------- --
C199 L1 = TEL(I+1000)
.02CC - -- 2 =TELLL+LO.0.L-- --- -------------------------------
0201 L3 = TBL(I+1002)
- 202 _ __L4 = T PLLJ ±1 DM.
0203 XL12=FLCAT (L2-LI)
C20L - XL23=ELCAL LLarL2L ------------ ------- --- ---------------
C LOGIC T( DETERMINE IF THE PEAK CATA IS IN MULTIPLET FORM.
C205-- ---- _-- J- LL=-L2L_&L-lt812 ------------------------------------------------
02C6 812 IF (IL-L3) 813,813,814







-C - SINGLE-T _REAK CALCULATIN - - - -------
811 CONTINUE
S CONDIT.IN-TO.-DERMINE -I E-EAK _ .AS-BELUSED_IXLEEALUATlNG_.T-IE
C LSF FWHM IN THE PREVICUS PARI CF THE PROGRAM
C
C SLNG.LETS-PEA.KS 0HOSEP-.ARAEIERS--kAVE -BEEhL$ST.CRED IN
1860 EGAM = TBL(I + 1600)
WIDTH = TBL(I + 2800)
sARFA =T ( i 00) I 'AIA---
THE TBL ARRAY__
55
DATE = 68223 19/29/33
PCNR = TBLIl + 4201
PKHT 2.0*GX
EGM = EGAM/1000.
FWH = SQRT(AO + Al*EGM + A2*EGP*EGV)
C FWH IS THE LSF FWHM OF TFE PEAKS AT GIVEN ENERGY
TAREA = 2.1289*TERA*FWF*GX/SLP
CALLIXEST Y (TAR EA, EGA M,F IRENGDELENG, SANGLE ,FLUXT , A IGAM)
C FIRENG IS THE FIRST ENERGY (KEV) VALUE USED IN EFFICIENCY CALC.
C DELE IS THE ENERGY (KEV) CIFFEPENCE BETWEEN EFFICIENCY PCINTS.
C SANGLE IS THE SOLID ANGLE CCRRECTICN TERM
C FLUXT IS THE TOTAL NUMBER CF NEUTRCNS INCIDENT ON THE SAPPLE.
C AIGAM IS THE PEAK AREA CCRRECTEE FOR EFFCY. SOLID ANGLE, AND FLUX.
ER. = TEL(1l+3750)
C ER IS THE PERCENT ERROR IA\VCLVED IN THE AREA CALCULATION (TAREA)
L Z IS TEE NUMBER OF CHANNELS CCCUFIED BY TIE PEAK
Z = FLCAT (IL-IA)
C HTOB IS THEARATIC OF THE PEAK FEIGHT TC AN APPROXIMATE
C VALUE CF THE BACKGROUND UNDER THE -PEAK
_ ..-- THE- ADDITLIONAL 5.0 POINTS ARE TO INSURE THAT HTOB DOES NCT.GO
C TO INFINITY WHEN THE BACKGRCUND COES TO ZERO (END OF SPECTRUM)
K / LL10 + 1
HTOB = PKHT/(TBL(K) + 5.C)
WRITE (JPRINT.,1Q61 K, EG AM,PCNR*PKHTSHTOB,SAREA*TAREAAIGA*s.ER
1WIDT-,FWH,Z
13XF7. 2, 3XF5.2,3XF5.2,2XF4.C,3X,2H*S)
If ([puALHR.l239 LAQ412AQ - -
1239 CONTINUE




N = N+ 1
GlL IC E10.
C ANALYS1S OF PEAKS NT USEC -IN E T--CQMPUTATIONLOF THE L.SFFWH.M
C AREA IS AREA UNCER THE PEAK.
-- LE55 AREA =-.0. -
DO 8C7 K=IAIL
8.CL ARE A=AREA+TBKiK) - -
SAREA = AREA
C ORL LS_ CALCULATE. PEAK CEA TER -
ORT = FLOAT (Li) + DTS(Ll)/(CTS(L1-1)-OTS(Ll)) + 0.5
Q?3& __ PC NR=flRL-----.-.T. - .- - -
LY = Li
PKHT . TBKLLY.)+ (PCN.R-FLCAT(LYf) * DTS(LY) +
1 0.5 * (PCNR-FLOAT(LY))*(PCNR-FLCAT(LY+1))*(DTS(LY)-DTS(LY-1))
ER =..LL/L0 Ai. - .1-
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C243 IF (ER-ECR) 871,871,810
C244 871 CONTINLE
C SUBRCUTINE ADJUST CORRECTS PCNR 10 CPTAIN THF TRUE PEAK CENTER
C USING CNTR AND CCPR FPCV THE LINEARITY SUBROUTINE.
C245 CALL ADJUST (CNTR,CCRR,PCN<,TPC)
C LGAM GAMMA ENERGY OF TFE PEAK.
0246 EGAM=EGAM+SLP*(TPC-TPCl)
C EVALLATICN OF LEAST-SQLARE-FITTEC FWHM
0247 EGM = EGAM/1000.0
C IF THE CALC. FWHM**2 IS .LE. (FPS-ERFW)**2 THEN FWHM = FPS.
C THIS CCNDITION PREVENTS A PCSSIPLE SCcT(AEG.NO.).
C248 FwH = FPS
C249 DUM = AC + Al*EGM + A2AECGP4EGV
0250 DUMM = DUM - (FPS-ERFW)*(FPS-ERF)
0251 IF (CUNvV.GE.0.0) FWH = SCRT(OUM)
0252 GX = 0.5*PKHT
0t53 TAREA = 2.1289*TERA*FWF*CX/SLP
C EVALLATICN OF ACTUAL FHM
0254 1854 J = LI
0255 842 IF (T3K(J)-GX) F40,840,841
0256 841 J=J-1
C257 GO TC 842
C PHL CHANNEL AUVBER LC ENERGN SIE.
0258 E40 PHL=FLCAT (J1+(GX-TBKLJ))/!TBK(J+I)-TBK(J))
C25% J=Ll
0260 E48 IF (T3KLJ)-GX) 845,845,846
0261 E46 J=J+1
C262 GU TO E48
0263 E45 W=FLCAT (J)-(GX-TBK(J))/(TK(J-1)-TBK(J))-PHL
C FWHM IN CHANNEL ALMBERS.
C WIDTF FWHM IN ENERGY.
0264 WIDTE=h*SLP
C SUBRCUTINE INTSTY CORRECTS THE PEAK AREA FOR EFFICIENCY CF THE
C SYSTEM AT ENERGY EGAM.
C265 CALL INTSTY (TAREA,ECAM,F IPENG,DELENGISANGLEFLUXT,AIGAM)
C Z IS TEE NUMBER CF CHANNELS CCCLFIED BY THE PEAK
0266 Z = FLCAT (IL -IA)
0267 HTOB = PKHT/(TBL(K) + 5.C
C DATA CUTPUT




027C IF (IPUNCH) 1241,1242,1242
C271 1241 CJNTINLE
C272 WRITE (JPUNCH,1235) NEGANAIGAMERTAREASAREA
C273 1242 CONTINLE
0.274 N = X I-
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DATE = 68223 19/29/33
GO TC EIC
C
C DOUBLET PEAK CALCULATICN
C THE PRCCEDURE USED HERE IS STMILAR TO THE SINGLET PEAK CALC.
C TWO GALSSIAN CURVES ARE FITTEC TC THE DATA.
813 AREA=C.
DO 827 Y=IA IL
827 AREA=AREA+TBK(K)
C ORTI IS THE CALCULATED CENTER OF THE FIRST PEAK.
ORTl = FLOAT (LI) + DTS(Ll)/(DTS(L1-1)-DTS(Ll)) + 0.5
C ORT2 IS THE CALCULATEC CENTER OF THE SECOND PEAK.
ORT2 = FLOAT (L2) + DTS(L2)/(DTS(L2-1)-DTS(L2)) + 0.5
AN AVERAGE FWHM IS CALCULATED FCF THE MULTIPLET IN ALL CASES
PCNR = (CRT1 + ORT2)/2.0
CALL ADJUST (CNTRCCRRPCNPTPC)
EGAM = EGAMI + SLP*(TPC-TPC1)
EGM = EGAM/1000.
FWH = FPS
DUM = AO +..Al*EGM + A2*EGP*EGM
DUMM = DUM - (FPS-ERFW)*(FPS-ERFV)




C L IS THE -CHANNEL A\LBEP._CE THE.MAXIMU









































OF THE FIRST PEAK.










PKHT = TBK(LY) + (PCNR-FLCAT(LY)1 *




PKHT = TBK(LY) + (PCNR-FLCAT(LY)) *
10. 5 * (PCNR-FL3AT(LY))*(PCNR-FLCAT(
PKHT2 PKHT
C FIRST PEAK DATA CALCULATION.
PKHT = (PKHT1 - C*PKHT2)/CENCM
IF. (PK-T.LE.0.01 G _10 892
K = L1/10 + 1
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FCRTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 2 PKANAL DATE = 68223 19/29 /33
0311 SAREA=AREAI
0312 IF (SAREA.LE.0.0) GO TC ES2
0313 CALL ADJUST (CNTRCCRRPCNR,TPC)
0314 EGAM=ECAM1+SLP*(TPC-TPCl)
3315 CALL INTSTY (TAREAEGAM,FIRENG,DELEN(;,SANG;LE,FLUX1,ATGAM)
0316 Z = FLCAT (IL-IA)
0317 HTOB = PKHT/(TBL(K) + 5.0)
0318 WRITE (JPRINT, 130) NEGAtPCNR,PKHTHTB3,SARFA,TARFA,AIGAM,ER,
1 WIDTFWjhH,Z,C
0319 1008 FORMAT(14,3XF7.1,3XF7.1,3X,F7 .1,3X,F7.3,3XFP.1,3X,FR.1,3XF7.2,
1 3XF7.2,3X,F5.2,3XF5.2,2X,F4.C,' 0 1,F4.2)
0320 IF- UIPUNCH] 12439.1244, 124A
C321 1243 CONTINLE
0322 WRITE (JPUNCH,1235) NEGAfAIGAtEP, TAREASAREA
0323 1244 CONTINUF
0324 N = N 4 1
0325 E92 I = 1+1
C SEGOND PEAK-UATA CALCULATICN.
C326 PKHT = (PKHT2 - C*PKHT1)/CENCP
0327 IF. (PKET.LE.O.0) GC TO 810
0328 K = L2/10 + 1
0329 ER = 100.0 * SQRT(2.0*(PKFT+1.5*TBL(K)))/(ERTM*PKHT)
C330 IF (ER-ECR) 873,873,81C
C331 13 PCNR=0RT2
0332 TAREA = CCOE*PKHT
0333 SAREA=AREA2
0334 IF (SAREA.LE.O.1) GO TC elC
0335 CALL ADJUSf (CNTP,CCRRPCNkTPC)
0336 EGAM=EGAM1+SLP*(TPC-TPCI)
0337 CALL INTSTY LTARE.A, ECAMFIFENGDELENGSANGLE,FLUXT,AIGAM)
C338 Z = FLCAT (IL-TA)
0339 HTOB = PKHT/ITBL(Kl + 5.01
0340 WRITE (JPRINT,1008) N, EGAP ,PCNRF K-T ,HTR,SAkEA, TAREA, AIGAMER,
1 WIDTH,FWHZC
0341 IF (IPUNCH) 1245,1246,1246
C342 1245 CONTINLE
0343 WRITE (JPUNCH,1235) NEGAtN,AIGAMEP,TAREA,SAREA
C344 1246 COMTINLE
0345 N = N + 1
C346 GO TC 810
C
C TRIPLET PEAK CALCULATIEN
C THE PRCCEDURE USED HERE IS SIVILPR TC THE SINGLET PEAK CALC.
C THREE GAUSSIAN CURVES ARE FITTEC TC THE TRIPLET DATA.
C AN AVERAGE FWHM IS CALCULATEC FCF THE TRIPLET CASE.
0347 815 AREA=0.
0348 DO 837 K=IA,IL
0349 837 ARE A=ARE A+TBKtKI
59













































ORTL = FLCAT (LlL + DTS(L1)/(CTS(L1-1)-DTS(L1)) + 1.5
ORT2 = FLOAT (L2) + DTS(L2)/(DTS(L2-1)-DTS(L2)) + 3.5
ORT3 = FLOAT (L3) + DTS(L3)/(CTS(L3-1)-DTS(L3)) + 0.5
PCNR =(CPT1 + CRT2 + OPT3)/3.
CALL ADJUST (CNTRCCRR,PCNR,TPC)
EGAM = EGAM1 + SLP*(TPC-TPCl)
EGM = EGAM/1000.
FWH = FPS
DUM = AO + Al*EGM + A2*ECG*EG'
DUMM = DUM - (FPS-ERFW)*(FPS-ERFi)











DENOP = 1.0 - C**2 - D**2
LY = Li
PCNR = ORTl
PKHT = TBK(LY) + (PCAK-FLCAT(LY)) * CTS(LY) +




PKHT = TPK(LY) + (PCNR-FLCAT(LY)) * CTS(LY) +




PKHT = TEK(LY) + (PCNR-FLCAT (LY)J * CTS(LY) +
1 0.5 * (PCNR-FLOAT(LY))*(PCIR-FLCAT(LY+1))*(DTS(LY)-DTS(L
PKHT3 = PKHT
C FIRST PEAK DATA CALCULATICN.
PKHT (PKHT1*(1.0-D**2)-FKHT2*C4PKHT3*C*D)/CENO
IF (PKIT.LF.Q.0) GG TO 8'4
K = L1/10 + 1
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C393 EGAM=ECAM1+SLP*(TPC-TPC1)
0394 CALL INTSTY (TAREA ,,EGAM,F IR EAG,DELENG, SANGLEFLUX1, AIGAM)
0395 Z = FLCAT (IL-IA)
0396 HTOB PK.HT/( TBLIKl + 5..01
0397 WRITE (JPRINT,1009) NEGANPCNRPKHT,HTOBSAREA,TAREA,AIGAM,ER,
- -- 1 WIDllxEWHLsCa.Il
0398 1009 FORMAT(14,3XF7.1,3XF7.1,3X,F7.1,3XF7.3,3X,F8.1,3XF8.1,3X,F7.2,
1 3X,F7.2 3X.F5.2,3XF5.2,2XFA.C,' T ',F4.2,1X,F4.2)
C399 IF ITPUNCH) 1247,1248,1248
C400 1247 CONT lLE
0401 WRITE (JPUNCH,1235) N,EGA,AIGAM,EP,TAPEASAREA
CC2 . LZA__CLlhTlN11LE~
N N + 1
894 1 = I L_
C SECOND PEAK DATA CALCULATICN
PKHT =. tPKtTl*C + PKHT2 - PKflT3#D)/CENu
IF (PKHT.LE.O.0) G0 TO 895
.=-2LLO k_1
ER = 100.0 * SQRT(2.0*(PKFT+1.5*TBL(K)))/(ERTM*PKHT)
0409 _- ILER- ECA L_I75, 875* a95
0410 875 PCNR=ORT2
C A LL TARE A = .C E*-KHT T
0412 SAREA=APEA2
0413T .1E ARFkLAO.0L GO TC 895- - --
0414 CALL ADJUST (CNTRCCRPPCAR,TPC)
0415 --- _EGAM=EGARLiLPA LI C- C1l
0416 CALL INTSTY (TAREAEGAMFIPENGDELENG,SANGLEFLUXTAIGAM)
0A17- ELCALLLAL
0418 HTOB = PKHT/(TBL(K) + 5.C)


















1E -tLP L RCH_ 1249 1 ]250 120~
1249 CONTINUE
~RIT E -LJRUNC.ll35L NEG A l GA LE 4 JAREASAREA -
1250 CONTINLE
----1 --- --- -- -------- --
895 I = I + 1
C THIRD PEAK DATA CALCULATICN.&
PKHT=(PKHTI*C*D-PKHT2*D+FKHT3*(1.0-C**2))/DENOM
KIf P T .LE...0 L _ GC TO 810 
K = L3/10 + 1





IF (SAPEA.LE.0.0) GO TC 810
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FORIRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MCD 2 -- -RKAbtAL--DATE = 68223 19/29/33
-CA36 - GA=G-AL I-- - - - - -
0437 CALL INTSTY (TAREA,EGAMFIRENG,DELENG,SANGLEFLUXTAIGAM)
C438 Z = FLCAT (IL-IA)
0439 HTOB = PKHT/(TBL(K) + 5.0)
0440 WRITE (JPRINT,100qL..NEGAM,PCNRFKHT ,HTOBSAREATAREAAIGAMER,
1 WIDTH,FWH,Z,C,D
.0441- IF-LRUNCHL 1251.1252.12.-2- - - -
0442 1251 CONTINUF
0443 WRIT E JPUNCH,1235) N, EGA?,AIGAMERTAREASAREA
C444 1252 CONTINLE
0445 N=N+l.
0446 GO TC 810
C MULTIPLET PEAK ANALYSIS
C MULPLPLETS WHICH ARE SC LABELEC EECAUSE CF TINY PEAKS AT THE
C WINGS CF STRCNG ONES ARE ANALYSEE AS TRIPLETS. THE THREE
C STRONGEST PEAKS IN THE MULTIPLET ARE CHOSEN FOP- THAT P.URPOSE. .
C THE SMCCTHED DATA SHOULD BE EXAMINED TO INSURE THIS.
04A7 816 C~IlINUE ---- --- -
0448 II = 3
C449 -L-LL =..LCA TALLL ------- -
0450 WT(2) = FLOAT(L2)
0451- ilt=LDATL3-- -------- -
C452 WT(4) = FLOAT(L4)
- -- -C FVAliTTG L F I. THFEIM3RR C PFAKS AT HF MUL T IPL FT
0453 817 II = 1I + 1
0454 .13 = _LL_.LOO ----------- ----------
0455 WT([I+1) = TBL(13)
0456-. L-TBLLI L -- ---------- -----------
0457 IF(IL-LZ) 819,819,817
G ORFBJNG.QF TEFPFAKS IN TERMS CF CECREASING PEAK HEIGHT
0458 819 DO 3019 IE = 1,11
045 __ L..W-T(IE) -----
0460 WT(IE+10) = TBK(LS)
G461 -.309 tMLLLE2 =_ L i BJWLL-- -----------------------------------------------
C WT(I+20) ARE THE PEAK hEIGFTS IN ORDER THEY APPEAR.
C WTCL IC ARE THF VALUES OF THE PEAK HEIGHTS ORDFRED BY
C DECREASING VALUE.
0462 .fD-l2A -LP -=-l ----- -------
0463 DO 3020 IE = IP,II
C464 - F _LhTLLR*L01_ ILLE±LaLL 3-L,-1220 3Q20 -- - - -
0465 3021 ROK = hT(IE+10)
4.6- WT-IF+1D = WTI FP+1) 0 - - -
0467 WT(IP+10) = ROK
_C.4A8 302 L..ONTlNMLE -
0469 NR = 0
CA7_0 .-OL 30.....bl ----- - -
0471 DO 3026 NQ=1,II
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0472 IF (hT(NP+10) - WT(NQ+20)) 3026,3027,3026
0473 3027 NR = NR + 1.
0474 IV = I + 999 + NQ
0475 WT (NR = T BL IV)
0476 GO TC 3025
241 Cl. ~3026 COl&L -~-
0478 3025 CONTINLE
0479 LL = -WT.(1)
0480 L2 = WT(2)
0481 L3 = WTt31
0482 XL12 = FLOAT (L2-L1)
C1483 XL2._ ELL tL3LL
0484 WRITE (JPRINT,820) II
0485 820 FORMAET 11 ,23X927h.NUMBER CF MLLTIPLE PEAKS =,15)
04E6 WRITE (JPRINT,3033)
0487 3033 FORMATIlH4-49H TIE 3STRCNCEST PEAKS ARB ANALYSED) AS A TRIPL ET.
134H CHECK BACKGROUND SUBTRACTEC CATA.)
0488 L_1 IL-- -3






C THE COOLEY-TUKEY FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM IN USASI BASIC FORTRAN
C TRANSFORM (JlJ2,..)= SUM(CATA(II,I2,...)*WI1.*(I1-11*(JI-1)I
C *W2**(t12-1)*(J2-1)1* .1.19
C WHERE 11 AND J1 RUN PROM I TO NN(I) AND WI*EXP(ISIGNe2uPI.
C S'QRT(-1)/NN(1t), ETC.' THERE IS NO LIMIT ON THE DIMENSIONALITY
C ANUMBBR OF SUBSCRIPTS) OF THE DATA ARRAY. IF AN INVERSE
C TRANSFORM (ISIGN=+1) IS PERFORMED UPON AN ARRAY OF TRANSFORMED
C tISIGN-1) DATA, THE ORIGINAL DATA WILL REAPPEAR#
C IMULTIPLIED BY NN(1)*NN(2)*... THE ARRAY OF INPUT DATA MAY BE
C REAL OR COMPLEX, AT THE PROGRAMMERS OPTION. WITH A SAVING OF
C UP TO FORTY PER CENT IN RUNNING TLME FOR REAL OVER COMPLEX.
C (FOR FASTEST TRANSFORM OF REAL DATA, NN(11 SHOULD BE EVEN.)
C THE TRANSFORM VALUES ARE ALWAYS COMPLEX, AND ARE RETURNED IN TIE
C ORIGINAL ARRAY OF DATA, REPLACING THE INPUT DATA. THE LENGTH
C OF EACH DIMENSION OF THE DATA ARRAY MAY BE ANY INTEGER4 THE
C PROGRAM RUNS FASTER ON COMPOSITE INTEGERS THAN ON PRIMES, AND IS
C PARTICULARLY FAST ON NUMBERS RICH IN FACTORS OF TWO.
C 1IMING IS IN FACT GIVEN BY THE FOULOWING FORMULA. LET NTOT BE THE
C TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS (REAL OR COMPLEX) IN THE DATA ARRAY, THAT
C IS, NTOT=NN(1)*NN(2)*... DECOMPOSE NTOT INTO ITS PRIME FACTORS,
C SUCH AS 2**K2 * 3**K3 * 5**K5 * ... ' LET SUM2 BE THE SUM OF ALL
C THE FACTORS OF TWO IN NTOT, THAT IS, SUM2 * 2*K2. LET SUMF BE
C THE SUM OF ALL OTHER FACTORS OF NTOT, THAT IS, SUMF = 3*K3+5*K5+..
C THE TIME TAKEN BY A MULTIDIMENSIONAL TRANSFORM ON THESE NTOT DATA
C IS T ; TO 4 NTOT*(T14T2*SUM2+T3*SUMF). ON THE CDC 3300 (FLOATING
C POINT ADD TIME = SIX MICROSECONDS1, T z 3000 4 NTOT*(600440+SUM2+
C 75*SUMFI MICROSECONDS ON COMPLEX DATA.
C
C IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DEFINITION BY SUMMATION WILL RUN IN A TIME
C PROPORTIONAL TO NTOT*(NN(1)+NN(2)4...). FOR HIGHLY COMPOSITE NTOX
C THE SAVINGS OFFERED BY THIS PROGRAM CAN BE DRAMATIC. A ONE-DIMEN-
C SIONAL ARRAY 40C0 IN LENGTH WILL BE TRANSFORMED IN 4C00*(600+
C 40*(242+2+2+2)+175*(5+5+5)) = 14.5 SECONDS VERSUS ABOUT 4C00*
C4000*175 i 2800 SECONDS FOR THE STRAIGHTFORWARD TECHNIQUE.
C
C THE CALLING SEQUENCE IS--
C CALL FOURT(CATANN,NDIN,ISIGNIFORMWORK)
C
C DATA IS THE ARRAY USED TO HOLD THE REAL AND IMAGINARY PARTS
C OF THE DATA ON INPUT AND THE TRANSFCRM VALUES ON OUTPUT. IT
C IS A MULTIDIMENSIONAL FLOATING POINT ARRAY4 WITH THE REAL ANC
C IMAGINARY PARTS OF A DATUM STORED IMMEDIATBLY ADJACENT IN STORAGE
C (SUCH AS FORTRAN IV PLACES THEM). THE EXTENT OF EACH DIMENSICN
C LS GIVEN IN THE INTEGER ARRAY NN, OF LENGTH NDIM. ISIGN LS -1
C TO INDICATE A FORWARD TRANSFORM (EXPONENTIAL SIGN IS -) AND +1
C FOR AN INVERSE TRANSFORM (SIGN IS +). IFORM IS +1 IF THE DATA AND
C THE TRANSFORM VALUES ARE COMPLEX. IT IS 0 IF THE DATA ARE REAL
C BUT THE TRANSFORM VALUES ARE COMPLEX. IF IT IS O, THE IMAGINARY
C PARTS OF THE DATA SHOULD BE SET TO ZERO. AS EXPLAINED ABOVE, THE
C TRANSFORM VALUES ARE ALWAYS COMPLEX AND ARE STORED IN ARRAY CATA.
C WORK -IS AN ARRAY USED FOR WORKING STORAGE*1 IT IS NOT NECESSARY
C IF ALL THE CIMENSIONS OF THE DATA ARE POWERS OF TUO. IN THIS CASE
C IT MAY BE REPLACED BY 0 IN THE CALLING SEQUENCE. THUS, USE OF
C POWERS OF TWO CAN FREE A GOOD DEAL OF STORAGE. IF ANY DIMENSION
C LS NOT A POWER OF TWO, THIS ARRAY MUST BE SUPPLIED. IT IS
C FLOATING POINT, ONE DIMENSIONAL OF LENGTH EQUAL TO TWICE THE
C LARGEST ARRAY DIMENSLON (I.E., NN(I) I THAT IS NOT A POWER OF
64
C TWO. THEREFORE, IN ONE DIMENSION FOR A NON POWER OF TWO,
C WORK OCCUPIES AS MANY STORAGE LOCATIONS AS DATA. IF SUPPLIEC#
C WORK MUST NOT BE THE SAME ARRAY AS CATA. ALL SUSSCRIPTS OF ALL
C ARRAYS BEGIN AT ONE.
C
C ]HE FAST FOURIER ALGORITHM PLACES TWO RESTRICTIONS UPON THE
C NATURB OF THE DATA.BEYOND THE USUAL RESTRICTION THAT
C THE DATA FORM ONE CYCLE OF A PERIODIC FUNCTION. THEY ARE-4-
C It THE NUMBER OF INPUT DATA AND THE NUMBER OF TRANSFORM VALUES
C MUST BE THE SAME.
C 2& CONSIDERING THE DATA TO BE IN THE TIME DOMAIN,
C T.HEY MUST BE EQUI-SPACED AT INTERVALS OF DT. FURTHER* THE TRANS-
C FORM VALUES, CONSIDERED TO BE IN FREQUENCY SPACE# WILL BE EQUI-
C SPACED FROM 0 TO 2*Pl.(NN(I)-11/(NN(I)*DT) AT INTERVALS OF
C .2*PI/(NNAI)*DT) FOR EACH DIMENSION OF LENGTH NNII). OF COURSE.
C D NEED NOT BE THE SAME FOR EVERY DIMENSIONw
C
C THERE ARE NO ERROR MESSAGES OR ERROR HALTS IN THIS PROGRAM-. TOE
C PROGRAM RETURNS IMMEDIATELY IF NDIM OR ANY NNI(I IS LESS THAN ONE.
C EXAMPLE 1. THREE-DIMENSIONAL FORWARD FOURLER TRANSFORM OF A




C 00 1 L=1,32
C 00 1 J=1,25
C DO 1 Ms1,13
C I DATA(L,4JK)=COMPLEX VALUE
C CALL POURT(CATANN,3,-1,1,WORKl
C
C EXAMPLE 2. ONE-DIMENSIONAL FORWARD TRANSFORM OF A REAL ARRAY OF
C LENGTH 64 IN FORTRAN II.
C DIMENSION DATA(2,64)





C FOR THE DIGIT REVERSAL WAS SUGGESTED BY RALPH ALTER (ALSO MIT LL).
C -THIS LS THE FASTEST AND MOST VERSATILE VERSION OF THE FFI KNOWN
C 10 THE AUTHOR. A PROGRAM CALLED FOUR2 IS AVAILABLE THAT ALSO
C PERFORMS THE FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM AND IS WRITTEN IN USASI BASIC
C FORTRAN. IT IS ABOUT ONE THIRD AS LONG AND RESTRICTS THE
C DIMENSIONS OF THE INPUT ARRAY (WHICH MUST BE COMPLEX) TO BE POWERS
C OF TWO. ANOTHER PROGRAM, CALLED FOURl, IS ONE TENTH AS LONG AND
C RUNS TWO THIRDS AS FAST ON A ONE-DIMENSIONAL COMPLEX ARRAY WHOSE
C LENGTH IS A POWER OF TWO.
C
C REFERENCE--
C FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMS FOR FUN AND PROFIT4 W. GENTLEMAN AND
C G4 SANDE, 1966 FALL JOINT COMPUTER CONFERENCEi.
C
C THE WORK REPORTED IN THIS DOCUMENT WAS PERFORMED AT LINCOLN LAB-
C ORATORY, A CENTER FOR RESEARCH OPERATED BY MASSACHUSETTS LNSTITUTE
C OF TECHNOLOGY, WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE U.Ss AIR FORCE UNDER
C CONTRACT AF 19(6281-5167.
C
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C PROGRAM BY NORMAN BRENNER FROM THE BASIC PROGRAM BY CHARLES
C RADER (BOTH OF MIT LINCOLN LABORATORY).] MAY 1967. THE IDEA
SUBROUTINE FOURT(VATANN,NDIMISIGNIFORMWORK)





















































C SEPARATE FOUR CASES-
66
C 1. COMPLEX TRANSFORM
C 2. REAL TRANSFORM FOR THE 2ND, 3RD, ETC6 DIMENSION. METHOD--
C TRANSFORM HALF THE DATA, SUPPLYING THE OTHER HALF BY CCN-
C JUGATE SYMMETRY.
C 3. REAL TRANSFORM FOR THE IST DIMENSION. N ODD. METHOD--
C SET THE IMAGINARY PARTS TO ZERO.
C 4. REAL TRANSFORM FOR THE 1ST DIMENSION, N EVEN. METHOD--
C TRANSFORM A COMPLEX ARRAY OF LENGTH N/2 WHOSE REAL PARTS
C ARE THE EVEN NUMBERED REAL VALUES AND WHOSE IMAGINARY PARTS
C ARE THE OCD NUMBERED REAL VALUES. SBPARATE AND SUPPLY
























C SHUFFLE DATA BY BIT REVERSAL, SINCE Nz2e*K. AS THE SHUFFLING
























































C 41AIN LOOP FOR FACTGRS OF TWC*
C 1d=EXPIIS-GN*2*PI*SQRT(-I)*M/(4*MMAX)). CHOCK FOR W=ISIGN*SQRT(-1)








330 00 340 I11, 1RNG,2
DO 340 KlallNTOT,NPITW
2=K 1.*NP 1
MTEMPRe=DAT A ( K2)






































kJ3 I vOATA K I+ 1) -CATA (M2 1)
IF( 1SIGN)471,472,472
471 UJ4R=CATAlK3.1r-DATA(1q4+1)
UJ4I DATAI K4 )-DATA (K3 I
00 TO 510
472 fU4RzDATA4K4+1)-ATA(M3+1)








U1R zDATA K I ) +T2R
UIO=ATA4Kl+1 Z4T21



















OAT A (Nt4) =U3R-U4R
520 DATA( K4+1),zUL3I-U4I
KDIFxKJSTEP



















C MAIN LOOP FOR FACTORS NOT EQUAL TO TWOb
C VREXP II SILGN*2*P I*SQRT(-1 )*t Jl+J2-13-1 I/ IFP2)
C






















































COMPLETE A REAL TRANSFORM IN THE IST DIMENSION. N EVEN*. BY CON-
C, JUGATE SYMMETRIES.
C








WR W ST PR
WEtzWSTPI
LM INz3
























































































List of GAMANL input. Table B.1 lists the cards in
the order in which they appear in the data deck. The param-
eters are indicated and the formats used are shown below
the parameters. Cards labeled (2)b and (7) represent a
group of data cards giving the Linearity and Gamma Spectra
Data, respectively. For a 4096 channel spectrum, 512 data
cards are required to read in the Gamma Spectra Data.
Table B.2 explains each of the input parameters in

























Linearity Data, TBL array
1x)))
S~&lQ' MWTLo1, WTC1,j
M ,WTLO2,-' Wt .V-TF2

























EGAM1, IP1, EGAM2, IP2, FPS, ERFW
3X, F6.1, 4X, 16 4x, F6.1;


















































Number of channels in linearity run,
generally 4095
First calibration peak for linearity
data, if there are 100 peaks N2 = 20
Second calibration peak for linearity
data, if there are 100 peaks N3 = 80
Background limit for linearity data,
peaks must have counts greater than XN
in order to be analysed
LIN.LEQ.0 uses previously calculated
linearity data, in which case NOCHAN
is the number of peaks being read in
under FORMAT (19X, F7.2, 9X, F7.2)
LIN.GTR.O calculates linearity correction
factors using subroutine LINEAR
CNTR(I) is channel number at which
correction CORR(I) is to be applied
to correct for system nonlinearity
Linearity Data Deck TBL(I),I=l, NOCHAN
The width of the Gaussian used in the
smoothing calculation. Typical value
SlGl = 128
Cutoff channel at which the smoothing
weighting function begins to decrease
from WTC1 + WTF1 MWTL01 = 512
The constant term in the smoothing
function WTC1 = 0.0
The varying term in the smoothing
function WTF1 = 1.00
The width of the Gaussian used in the
improved resolution calculation
Typical value SlGl = 128.
Channel about which the imp. res.
weighting function deviates from
WTC2. MWTLO2 = 412
Constant term in imp. res. function
WTC2 = 0.90
Varying term indicative of how much imp.
res. is desired WTF2 = 2.00-
Number of points in EFFCY, efficiency
array. J2 = 19
First energy value of EFFCY data (in keV)
FIRENG = 1000
(4)
"a NP, Pal I W1 Rim" IN W 
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Card Variable Function
DELENG Difference in energy between EFFCY
points (in keV) DELENG = 500
(5) EFFCY Data represents efficiency data at
equally spaced energy points. Obtained
from experimental results
(6) NUMRUN Run Number of Data Spectra
NOCHAN Number of Data Points 2 N_
IMAX Channel Number at which analysis is to
begin
DCR Slope criterion used in BAKSUB to deter-
mine if multiplet peaks are present
ECR Error criterion used in PKANAL, peaks
with percent errors in area greater than
ECR are not analysed
-+F BGER Background factor for peak height.
Peaks with heights less than or equal to
BGER X SQRT(background) + 10.0 are not
analysed.
IPUNCH If < 0 Peak analysis data from PKANAL
±wj2-purcahed-~out.
If = 0 no punched output
f 3 lismoothed data punched out
) If = 2 smoothed, background subtracted
data punched out
V If = 3 improved resolution data punched
out.
-+ ERTM Correction factor, used in error term
calculation, due to smoothing
SANGLE Solid angle factor used in INTSTY
FLUXT Flux, cross-section, time, and misc.
-correction factor used-ITn'I1STT
(7) TBK Data Deck TBK(I), I = 1, NOCHAN
(8) EGAM1 Energy (in keV) of first calibration peak.
EGAM1 0 deletes the peak analysis
IP1 Peak center of first calibration peak.
Program starts search for calibration
peak at IP1-4 channels. Also need
TBK(IP1) to be greater than the half-
maximum of the calibration peak height
EGAM2 Energy (keV) of second calibration peak.
Peak center of second calibration peak.IP2
78
Card Variable Function
FPS First peak FWHM (keV), used in PKANAL
to fit the FWHM. FPS.LE. zero implies
FPS = FWHM of first calibration peak.
+ ERFW Allowable range for FWHM to vary from
FPS.
(9) MO MO.LE.0-or MO.GT.4' ends the program
MO E_1 loops to 2001 to accept more data
MO =2.. loops to 2002 to accept more data
MO = loops to 2003 to accept more data
I KO loops to 2004 to accept more data
TABLE B.3









C LINEARITY CORRECTION FACTORS FOR 93 P.EAKSs AS PREVIOUSLY CALC.
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---- 9- -------- q (---------
91 3999.06 2.75
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APPENrDIX C
Output from GAMANL, PKANAL subroutine, listing gamma
spectral peaks and results. The data recorded was from an
iron sample irradiation in the M.I.T. Triple-Coincidence
7-Spectrometer ( 1).
PEAKS USED IN COMPUTING LSF OF FWHM
NUMBER PEAK NO. ENERGY KEV WIDTH KEV WEIGHT
1 2 1613.61 7.211 9.248
2 4 1725.10 7.222
--- -3~- 
- 9< 2129.56 5.428
4 17 2470.19 5.925
2------- ~5--------2~ 2682.34 7.200
6 23 2721.50 7.419
7 25 2835.21 7.161
8 26 2873.74 7.018
-2955.49 8.303














13 37 3267.73 7.229 15.553
14 40 3356.56 6.493 2.676
-------- ---- 2---  3.-T.454 33. 10
16 43 3437.34 7.214 32.326
-----VT ------- 44 3487.4-7.84-2---
18 62 4218.67 7.260 114.536
19 63 4275.82 7.143 3.819
20 66 4406.75 7.180 36.244
2T 68 4675. 57 6.268 4.5847
22 71 4810.38 7.681 30.423
74----- ~ - ~4.98 7,93 ~1~0424
24 92 5920.51 8.185 197.219
25 94 6018.55 8.044 215.268
26 105 7058.16 7.831 1.085



























227.2-4 T~T ----~ ~ -
28 108 1278.85 8.w342 63.039 2726.16 1.1735
29 109 7367.69 8.349 4.054 496.46 1.0054
30 117 8885.79 9.410 4.197 228.50 1.1173
31 119 9298.30 9.995 23.311 954.29 1.1738
RUN NO = 701 NUMBER OF CHANNELS 4C95
CffANNEL~~NtUMER SLOPE CR ITERION ( IMAX ) = 150
ERROR CRITERION FOR PEAK ANALYSIS (PER-CENT) 20.0
~U5ET~CRTTERIDN FO~R~~AtC~K~1ROuND IN UNITS OF SQRT CF BACKGROUND = - 0.50
PEAK LOCATION CRITERION IN UNITS OF SQRT CF BACKGROUND (BGER) = 2.0
-EWR0RTERMREDUCTfDN OuE T O $MOOTHING~1.56
LINEARITY RUN NUMBER 393 N2 = 20 N3 = 80 XN = 10.
-- FTRST~EAR--WHN TKEVTTP$-~= 7.20 F VARilN (KEVI ERFW = .O -
ENERGY PER CH.NC (KEV) = 2.145
. CHANNEL NO = 563 TRUE PEAK CENTER = 562.6 WIDTH (KEV) = 7.06
ENERGY-2 = 7367.7 CHANNEL NO = 2963 TRUE PEAK CENTER = 2961.0 WIDTH (KEV) = 8.35
---- STU- R--= $ O.~5760E-05 LUiXT =.6~600E12
EFFICIENCY DATA INITIAL ENERGY (KEV) = 1000. DELTA ENERGY (KEV) = 500.
~-O-- 0 ~ 0.660 E-04~ C . 2~20E-003 0~.0~E6~9. 0 '-0E-03 0.~ .6E-b~ 0. 6 6 6 -03 0e 970E-03 066. .76  E-0 6E 3
0.920E-03 0.850E-03 0.770E-03 0.690E-03 0.610E-03 O.530E-03 0.440E-03 0.330E-03 0.220E-03
NUMBER OF PEAKS = 119










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Correction for System Nonlinearity
In order to correct for the nonlinearity of the data
collecting system (gamma detector, amplifier and multi-
channel analyser) a method described by Heath, et al. (11)
is used. A high precision dc voltage standard (0-10 volt
output) with an absolute accuracy of 1 part in 10 is used
in conjunction with a mercury relay pulser to perform the
linearity check. Test pulses are inserted into the 4096
channel analyser through the preamplifer with a uniform
voltage spacing. The choice of spacing depends on the gain
settings of the system.
Usually 100 equally spaced peaks are put into the
analyser. Two peaks, one near the low energy end and the
other near the high energy end of the spectrum, are assumed
to have zero linearity correction factor and the remaining
peaks are fitted linearly to those two standard peaks. The
standard peaks chosen could be, for example, the twentieth
and the eightieth peaks. The actual peak center at channel
C compared with the predicted peak center for linearity at
the same channel gives the correction factor for the non-
linearity of the system at channel C.
Subroutine LINEAR calculates these correction factors
and stores them in array CORR, it also needs an array CNTR
to store the peak center at which the correction factor
applies.
Subroutine ADJUST performs the linearity correction to
a given peak center, PCNR, by use of a second order inter-
polation using the CNTR and CORR arrays to determine the
true peak center, TPC.
It is possible to bypass the linearity correction cal-
culation by either deleting the subroutines from the program,
which means rewriting parts of the program, or by reading
in linearity correction factors which are all zero. This
can be done by appropriately arranging the input deck, see
Appendix B.




Subroutine BAKSUB performs the background calculation
and subtraction on the spectra. Basically the program finds
the peaks by using a first difference calculation and sets
the background as a linear fit from minima to minima of the
peak. However in the case of partially resolved peaks the
minima must be excluded. To do this, a slope criteria is
established which sets a maximum value for the slope of the
background. When the angle between the slopes of the back-
ground of two adjacent peaks is greater than the slope
criterion the pair will be considered as a multiplet. This
procedure is repeated for up to a maximum of five peaks.
The slope criteria is expressed as DCR in the input list
and is multiplied by the difference in channel numbers
between two minima and by the square root of the background
at the upper minima.
To make the minima of a peak more representative of
the true background, the counts in the two channels, one on
each side of the minima, are added to the minima counts,
and the average is taken. New minima are sought using this
averaged value, and it is these new minima from which the
linear background fit under the peak is calculated.
BAKSUB also prints out the lower channel number of
each peak, the number of counts in the lower and upper chan-
nel numbers, the slope between the two minima of a peak, and




Subroutine INTSTY calculates the intensity of a gamma
ray at energy E after being given its area as calculated in
PKANAL. There are several options open to the user in con-
verting from the area in counts to some other quantity.
Basically as INTSTY is written the area is divided by two
constants, SANGLE and FLUXT, and also by a quantity GX
which varies with the energy of the gamma peak being consid-
ered.
For thermal neutron capture gamma spectra, the number
of gamma rays of energy E per 100 neutrons captured is the
quantity of interest. Thus the factor SANGLE represents the
solid angle geometry factor for the detector as well as any
minor correction factors; FLUXT represents the total number
of neutron captures in the sample divided by 100; and GX is
the detector efficiency at energy E as obtained by second
order energy interpolation of data in the EFFCY array.
The parameters SANGLE, FLUXT, and EFFCY are inputed
to the program and are determined by previous calculations.
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